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WHAT IS BATTLELORDS?
Battlelords of the 23rd Century is a futuristic roleplaying game 
designed to simulate the life of explorers and combatants in the 
not too distant future. Your playground is the Milky Way Galaxy, and 
more. The system was designed to provide a gaming environment 
that is a mixture of roleplaying and combat action. This book 
provides the player with a complete history of events leading up 
to the current year, a thorough understanding of viewpoints of the 
various member species of the Galactic Alliance, and the subtle 
nuances of futuristic life.

WHAT DOES ROLEPLAYING MEAN?
Roleplaying is interactive story telling! Someone tells a story. 
You play the part of a character in that story. So do your friends. 
The narrator takes you on an adventure, and you try to solve it. 
Sometimes solving it means your character survives. It’s like 
playing a part in a movie, except you don’t know what the ending 
is or what will happen next. We give the narrator the fancy name of 
Game Master because they do more than just narrate. The Game 
Master’s job is to unveil the plot bit by bit, and to describe the 
environment the characters find themselves in, leading you on a 
journey of discovery.

The main difference between a pure storytelling experience and 
a roleplaying game is that roleplaying games have rules. The rules 
of the game provide a framework, establishing exactly what the 
characters are capable of based on their raw talent (Statistics) 
and skills. Most of the time when the outcome of a character’s 
actions are uncertain, a player will roll some dice to determine 
what happens.

USING THIS BOOK
This rulebook and some dice are all you need to play Battlelords. 
This book contains pre-generated characters for you to play. 
This will allow new players to jump into the game quickly with a 
minimum of reading. The Game Master’s chapter also contains 
information about reoccurring themes in the game, and many 
ideas to serve as the basis for your own adventures.

The Company told you it was going to be a mop up operation. 
Quick and easy. Communications go down on remote frontier 
worlds all the time, and it should only take a few hours to fix it. 
Then back on the drop-ship for a boring ride home.

The Zen just got vaporized. The shot ticker on your pulse 
weapon reads ‘7.’ You’ve got one plasma grenade left, and your 
helmet HUD shows telltales for 50 unidentified signals closing 
in on your position. The Ram just charged out of the trench. As 
he exits the ditch behind the Ram, you can see that the Orion 
has spray painted his armor day-glow orange. The Eridani 
Swordsaint is meditating. The Phentari is compulsively revving 
a chainsaw in one set of tentacles and clutching a flamethrower 
in the other set. The Chatilian empath is whining about how he 
hasn’t made anyone’s head explode in the last two days, and 
you have no idea where the Keen scout is because he’s damn 
near invisible when he changes color. Just another day at the 
office. Lock-n-Load.

THE BATTLELORDS 
UNIVERSE
Battlelords takes place in the year 2282, and characters are 
citizens of Galactic Alliance, which spans large portions of the 
Milky Way. The Alliance is made up of over a dozen species, 
including Humans, who pool their resources to expand the Alliance 
and protect their citizens from the threats of the Arachnid hordes 
and the Atlantean nanite swarms. 

•	The cat-like Cizerack with their grace, speed, and hunting 
instincts. The ultimate scouts.

•	The empathic Chatilians, whose mental abilities allow them 
to manipulate the minds of others.

•	The militaristic Eridani, and their samurai-like Swordsaints, 
who provide their military might to the Alliance.

•	The genetically-engineered Fotts. Rabbit-human hybrids 
created as the galaxies biggest practical joke by the 
nihilistic mad genius, Uncle Ernie Freilberg.

•	The bat-like Keen. Unseen, the Keen can glide though the 
darkness, blending into the background with chameleon-
like skin.

CHAPTER 1.0
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•	The prolific and industrious Humans and their genetically 
engineered brethren, the Gen-Humans. Backbone of the 
Alliance’s production capabilities.

•	The shape shifting blobs known as the Mazians who are 
able to replicate the appearance of nearly anything. The 
ultimate infiltrator.

•	The founders of the Alliance, the Mutzachans, who possess 
technology beyond comprehension and the ability to 
manipulate energy with a thought and drain batteries with 
a touch.

•	The culture-copying Orions, who are renowned tricksters 
and party animals. The Orions flirt with danger and 
attractive aliens with equal zeal.

•	The cunning and ruthless Phentari. Providing the Alliance 
with no shortage of assassins, spies, and bounty hunters.

•	The amphibious Python Lizards who serve as police 
throughout the Alliance and make up a significant portion 
of the Galactic Marine Corps.

•	The massive Ram Pythons, who are the larger, dumber, 
terrestrial cousins to the Python Lizards. When you need 
someone who can carry a bigger gun, the Ram Pythons are 
your go-to alien.

•	The winged, insect-like, Raazet who can repair a broken 
starcruiser with gaffer’s tape and a Yummy bar.

•	The benevolent Zen Rigeln with their ability to manipulate 
organic matter to heal wounds and their equally amazing 
medical technology. Included among the Zen are the 
ostracized Tza Zen, many of whom aren’t nearly as 
benevolent.

“Never wrestle with a Mazian. Never bet with an Orion, and 
whatever the hell you do, don’t let the Ram swat that bug-
equivalent off the back of your helmet.”

The species of the Alliance are allied for many reasons, but that 
doesn’t mean they particularly like each other. Many of them have 
been at war with each other at some time in the past, and most 
of them view the other species as inferior to themselves in one 
way or another. To survive and thrive in the Battlelords universe, 
characters will have to overcome the speciesism and stereotypes 
that other Alliance species direct at their characters. Similarly, 
they will have to look past the biases their character may have 
against other species in order to work cooperatively and achieve 
their goals, whatever they may be.

The Alliance is a bureaucracy of monumental proportions. There’s 
a bureau or agency for everything. To complicate matters, the 
Eridani military aesthetic pervades much of the government and 
corporate structure within the Alliance. As a result, everyone has 
a rank, and there’s an acronym for everything. You’ll get used to it.

THE MEGA-CORPS
If you ask any informed person, “Who really runs the universe?” 
They will inevitably reply, “What are you? A moron? The mega-
corps run everything.” Governments may topple, but the 
mega-corporations survive. Mega-corp is the nickname for any 
interspecies corporation that does business in, and sometimes 
beyond, the borders of the Alliance. Mega-corps own nearly 
everything, build nearly everything, sell nearly everything, and 
employee most of the Alliance population. If you’re not working for 
the government or self-employed, then the odds are that you’re 
working for the mega-corps.

WHAT CAN I DO IN THE BATTLELORDS 
UNIVERSE?
The Battlelords universe is vast and the possibilities for adventures 
in it are nearly limitless. Players can take on the role of Galactic 
Alliance soldiers, corporate mercenaries, spies, pirates, privateers, 
bounty hunters, explorers, search & rescue personnel, treasure 
hunters, or just about any occupation they think would be fun.

Become a hired gun working as a corporate mercenary. Explore 
the universe, discovering new species and potential allies in the 
war against the ‘Nids. Protect the bottom line of your company as 
you engage in corporate espionage. Research the hidden threat 
that the Atlanteans pose to the Alliance by working as a Galactic X 
agent. Maybe plunder is more your style. There’s always room for 
another pirate out on the frontier. The possibilities are as limitless 
as the universe.

A TIME OF TECHNOLOGICAL MIRACLES… 
AND WAR.
It is the year 2282, and nearly 150 years since the Mutzachans 
and their alliance of alien species gave Humanity the secrets of 
faster-than-light travel and the keys to new worlds. Humanity has 
spread out among the stars to the edges of the Milky Way galaxy 
and beyond. Humans live in an age of miracles and wonders though 
most of them don’t realize it. Those immersed in the amazing 
technologies provided to them rarely want for anything and take 
everything for granted. Those on the frontier are too concerned 
with scratching out a living on backwater planets and surviving to 
have time to ponder how all this technology has improved their 
lives.

The galaxy, which is so big that humans can’t fully comprehend 
its size, can be traversed in timespans measured in months or 
days. Humans live on hundreds of planets, some of which are 
on opposite sides of the galaxy. They routinely interact with 
alien species without the worry of language barriers or cultural 
misunderstandings. They have been provided with technology 
that required our brightest minds to be reschooled before they 
could hope to understand it. Yet, most humans don’t even give 
it a second thought. It’s mundane to them. It is no more fantastic 
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than air travel or a mobile phone in the late 20th century on Earth. 
They don’t think about the technology at their disposal. So, what 
do they think about?

Every night during the Tri-V news reports, we see atrocities 
committed by the Arachnids. We’re told that Atlanteans, the 
new boogieman, might be behind every corner. One might be 
our boss, our coworker, or even our spouse. We see soldiers 
fighting and dying. Mercenaries and Battlelords are glorified, 
and their exploits are recorded to assure us that we are capable 
of winning the wars against our enemies.

What do humans think about when we’re not distracted by 
the Cyball game on the Tri-V? Survival. Survival as species and 
finding our place in this Alliance of bizarre aliens is a concern. 
Many aliens resent us. Many dislike us. A few even want to eat 
us. At the end of the day, it’s painfully obvious that no matter 
how they placate us on the Tri-V, there is only way any of us 
– Human or otherwise – are getting through this alive. That is 
by putting aside our differences, making use of the amazing 
technology at our fingertips, and working together. It is just 
something to think about. Oh, hey! The Rigel Death Knights are 
playing tonight. 

Gotta go.

WHAT IS A BATTLELORD?
Everyone wants to be a Battlelord. They’re the subject of Tri-V 
documentaries. They’re celebrities. They’re damn near kings. So, 
what are they? A Battlelord is an honorary rank in the Galactic 
Armed Forces, and it is outside of the normal chain of command.

The rank of Battlelord is only accorded to the most loyal and 
capable of Alliance military personnel. A Battlelord is someone 
who has exceptional battlefield prowess and a proven ability to 
win battle after battle despite overwhelming odds. These are 
elite military veterans who can tactically access a situation, 
quickly devise a response, and act decisively without hesitation. 
Preference is given to personnel who have repeatedly dealt with 
and defeated numerically superior foes, since Battlelords are 
almost always outnumbered.

Each Battlelord is charged with defending their assigned region 
of Alliance space against all military threats. With the vastness 
of space, it is far more efficient to assign a Battlelord with 
their personal warcruiser, ultra armor, and small contingent of 
soldiers to guard a specific territory. The Galactic Navy can’t be 
everywhere at once.

Battlelords are easily identifiable by the demon skull logo that 
adorns their armor and uniform.

THE DE-AUTOMATION OF THE 
ALLIANCE MILITARY
After the destruction of the planet Tarsis by an ever-expanding 
swarm of Atlantean nanites in 2153, two things happened. The 
first was that the military began requiring the quarantine of ships 
that had traveled to planetary systems outside of the Alliance or to 
sites with evidence of past civilizations. The second and perhaps 
more notable was that the military began reducing their reliance 
on automated systems.

The Mutzachans have always pushed for a minimal reliance 
on computerized weapon systems within the Alliance military. 
Since the traditionalist Eridani still controlled the majority of the 
command positions within the military, the Mutzachans' didn’t 
have to push too hard. After the Atlantean Incident in 2153, 
the Mutzachans had more than enough support in the Alliance 
government to push through even more strict resolutions. These 
new military policies were spearheaded by Ibar-Idan of the 5th 
house of Eridine, and they bear his name to this day.

“Our forces are the pointy end of the spear, and we just got 
stuck in.”

MYSTERIES AND NOTABLE 
PERSONALITIES:
archaeological ruins: Why are special permits required to inspect 
the ruins of ancient alien civilizations? Why do mega-corps insist on 
mercenary escorts for their scientists at these sites?
arachnids: An alien species of spider-like creatures and their 
hordes of bio-engineered, cybernetically enhanced, minions 
who are presently at war with the Galactic Alliance. They are also 
known as the Aknar-Ryn. Why are they invading? What do they 
want?
atlanteans: Intelligent swarms of shapeshifting microscopic 
robots that are capable of devouring material objects on contact. 
Evidence of Atlantean civilization dates back thousands of years. 
Why are they making their presence known now? Why are they 
hostile?
Bluerazor:  This young Mutzachan is as famous for his talent in 
developing new Matrices as he is for his proficiency in combat.
Conceitra-idan:  Battlelord and glory hound whose honor was 
tarnished by rival, Siti Kurniasari. He has vowed revenge.
Gates:  These massive structures allow near instantaneous 
travel across galactic distances as long as there is another gate 
at the destination. How did the Mutzachans get the gates into 
neighboring galaxies?
Jaquassarious Phentari:  A Phentari of legendary reputation and near-
mythical abilities. Why is he exterminating entire worlds?
malachi armageddon:  Orion investigative reporter. Malachi has a 
knack for getting the truth when he’s not busy being a party animal 
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and general troublemaker. What is he trying to tell us and why is 
the story sandwiched between two parts of a cocktail recipe?
motaran rift:  A massive tear in time-space. What created it? 
What prompted the Alliance to prohibit travelers from entering it?
The rebels: Labeled as a terrorist group by the authorities, the 
Rebels are bent on destroying the Alliance. Why do they want to 
destroy the Alliance so badly, and why are so many people joining 
their cause?
Siti Kurniasari:  Famed Battlelord and rival to Battlelord Conceitra-
Idan, and savior of planet Volla 7.

Uncle ernie Freilberg:  Super-genius scientist and founder of the 
Anarchist Rebellion Movement (ARM). Why does he randomly 
create biological monstrosities and plagues and then release them 
on unsuspecting planets? Does he have an end game or is he just 
a nihilist?
warmonger:  Cybernetic Ram Python with augmented intelligence. 
Head of Warmonger, Inc. the famed mercenary company. Why is 
he so interested in the Motaran rift and how can be he be in two 
places at one time?

YEAR EVENT
400,000 BCE Mutzachan begin recording their history.

150,000 BCE The approximate year at which the Vision of Eight is formed to govern the Mutzachan people. 

100,000 BCE Mutzachans develop space travel. 

47,503 BCE Astrophysicists believe this is the date (+/- 200 years) the Motaran Rift exploded into being. 

45,501 BCE Veayan Plague greatly reduces the Mutzachan population to the extent that it never recovers. 

40,088 BCE Counsel of Timar is formed to spearhead the formation of the Alliance.

18,760 BCE This is the date the Mutzachans claim to have developed faster-than-light space travel. 

12,907 BCE The beginning of the Totalitarian Inquisition. The use of special powers is condemned on the planet Chatil. The “Illuminaries” are hunted down and executed.

12,722 BCE The Mutzachan's actively begin to engineer the creation of the Alliance.

12,200 BCE A mutation arises that gives Chatilians empathic abilities.

12,130 BCE Lord Makov uses his empathic abilities to spread peace on Chatil and teach others to use their empathic powers. 

12,052 BCE Lord Makov is assassinated leading to the longest civil war in Chatilian history. 

12,000 BCE Archaeological expeditions prove that the Atlanteans had a colony on Maejor III in the Urae Majoris system.

12,000 BCE There is some evidence that the Atlanteans may have made first contact with the Chatilians on planet Chatil. 

11,049 BCE After a millennia of war on Chatil, the empaths force a resolution, and the planet is finally at peace. 

11,048 BCE Cashan of Limar is appointed as the emperor of Chatil in exchange for his promise to end persecution of those with empathic abilities. 

11,048 BCE Matrix schools are established across Chatil.

10,671 BCE Atlantis rises.

10,031 BCE Chatilians develop faster-than-light space travel. 

9,110 BCE The Mutzachans admit to having made their first visit to Earth of the Sol system on this date. 

8,235 BCE The Chatilians encounter the Mutzachans and establish a peaceful co-existence. 

6,824 BCE Mutzachans identify an Atlantean colony on TI-4 of the Leland system on this date. 

6,300 BCE The vision of eight, then known as the Council of Timar convene an emergency meeting regarding the newfound Atlantean colony. The records of the meeting 
have supposedly been suppressed, but the Vision of Eight denies this. Ironically, no one ever notices that they don’t deny the meeting took place.

5,836 BCE Eridani develop faster-than-light space travel and set out to subjugate all intelligent life within their reach during the "Rapture Wars." 

5,477 BCE The Eridani colonize the planet of Dia of the Kied-A star system and are subsequently attacked by an unknown species. 

4,358 BCE Phelinssarious the First unifies the Phentari under a single government. 

4,000 BCE The Mutzachans send an expeditionary force to the Greater Magellanic Cloud.

2,683 BCE The Phentari develop faster-than-light travel and begin to expand through space hunting many other lifeforms to extinction. 

2,500 BCE The Mutzachans encounter the Xarians and begin to meddle in their affairs.

2,456 BCE The Phentari discover and befriend the Orions. 

2,403 BCE The Orions develop space travel with assistance from the Phentari. 

2,344 BCE The Orions begin to build faster-than-light spacecraft and spread throughout their quadrant of space.

2,301 BCE The Mutzachan ship, Guasgh, disappears over Beta-Hydri.
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require larger, more expensive armor. Conversely the smaller 
your character’s Size Class, the more difficult they are to hit, in 
comparison with larger characters. The cost of their armor is less 
expensive.

You can choose to use the Average Size Class listed for the species 
or roll their height and weight and consult the Size Class Chart. 
The largest characters are Size Class 8, but other alien lifeforms 
can be larger. Larger characters in mechanized body armor (MBA) 
are often larger than Size Class 9. Vehicles often have a Size Class 
listed, which is usually larger than 8. 

SIZE CLASS TABLE
 HEIGHT (cm)

WEIGHT (kg) 0-120 121-150 151-180 181-230 231-343 344-464 465-623

0-18 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

19-50 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

51-91 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

92-181 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

182-800 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

801-4,800 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

4,801-10,500 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SPECIES PREFERENCE TABLE: (=Preferred, =tolerant, =Mistrust, =Dislike, =enmity)

SPECIES
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ChatiLian P T D E D D M D T M D D D T T D 

CiZeraCK T P D T T T P P T E E E E T P D 

eriDani D D P D T T T D D E E P P M T M

Fott D D M M T T T M M M M T T T T M

Gen-hUMan M T T D P T T T P P D T T D P D 

hUMan M T T T M P M T P P D M M T P E

Keen D P D T T T P P M T P T P M T D 

MaZian E P T T T T P P T P D D D T T D 

MUtZaChan D T T M P T T D P D D D D M T D 

orion T T E P P P P T D P P T T T P E

Phentari D M E T T D D D D P P T T T D P 

PYthonian D E P T T D P D D T D P D M P D 

PYthonian (raM) D E T M T D P T D P T D P M P D 

raaZet T T M T T T T T P D T T T P T T 

Zen riGeLn T D D T P P P T T P D D D T P E

Zen riGeLn (tZa) D D P D D D D D D E P P P D E P 
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7. STARTING SKILL POINTS
Each species starts the game with a specified number of Skill Points. 
Players use these points to buy skills for the character. The more 
Skill Points you have, the more skills you can typically purchase for 
your character. See the Skills chapter for more information.

Characters who are Matrix Controllers must also spend their Skill 
Points to purchase Matrices for their character. Matrices cost two 
(2) Skill Points each, regardless of Energy Bracket. Characters may 
purchase Matrices that are one level above their current Energy 
Bracket, but these cost twice as much (4 Skill Points). See the 
chapter on Matrices for more information.

8. BODY POINTS (BP)
Body Points (BP) represent the total amount of Damage that 
character’s body can withstand before the character falls 
unconscious. Body Points are reduced when a character takes Real 
Damage, which happens when the character is shot, stabbed, blown 
up, run over, set on fire, sat on by a Ram Python, or injured in some 
other grievous fashion. Real Damage is damage that is potentially 
lethal. A person loses consciousness when their Body Points are 
reduced to zero. To determine a character’s Body Points, roll the 
die or dice shown for their species and apply the results to the 
simple equation. A character’s Body Points total can be increased 
or decreased by high or low Constitution scores respectively.

A character dies when their Body Points are reduced to a negative 
number equal to their Death’s Door rating. A character’s Death’s 
Door rating varies and is linked to the Constitution statistic. This is 
covered in the vital statistics section

A character possesses a number of Temporary Body Points (TBP) 
equal to their original Body Points value. Temporary Body Points 
are reduced by Temporary Damage (TEMP), which is typically non-
lethal. Temporary damage is caused by non-lethal weapons and 
attacks like punches and kicks. When a character’s Temporary 
Body Points are reduced to zero, they are temporarily stunned or 
dazed for 1d4 Combat Rounds and unable to take any actions.

If a character takes Temporary Damage after their Temporary 
Body Points are reduced to zero, it is treated as Real Damage 

and reduces their Body Points score. This occurs regardless of 
whether the attack was intended or designed to be non-lethal.

Anytime a character takes an amount of damage (Real or 
Temporary) equal to ¼ of their original, unreduced, total Body 
Points in an attack that strikes the head, they must make a 
Difficult (-50) Constitution check or be stunned, unable to take 
any actions, for 1d4 Combat Rounds.

9. MOVEMENT RATINGS (MOV)
Each species has three listed Movement Ratings that are RUN, 
JUMP, and FLY. Each represents how far that species can travel 
in meters per second using the specified form of locomotion as 
a Free Action. If a Species has a 0 listed for any of their three 
Movement Ratings, then that mode of locomotion is not possible 
for that species. i.e. Humans have a 0 listed for FLY because they 
can’t fly… though we’re pretty good at falling. Some aquatic 
species also have a SWIM Movement Rating. 

When referring to all of the Movement Ratings a species possesses, 
the abbreviation MOV is used. For example, a -3 penalty to the 
character’s MOV scores would reduce their RUN score by 3, their 
JUMP score by 3, and their FLY score by 3, to a minimum of 0.

Run, Jump, Fly

RUN is the number of meters per second a character can move 
using their normal mode of over-land locomotion (jogging, crawling, 
slithering, etc.). Not every species has legs or walks from place to 
place. When using the RUN speed, characters are limited to over-
land movement. If the character makes any Stat or Skill Checks that 
Combat Round, they suffer a Snap Shot penalty to those checks. 
A character can sprint, which triples their listed RUN speed by 
spending ALL Actions to move at their maximum speed, but the 
character may take no other Actions that Combat Round.

The JUMP movement rating is the distance in meters a character 
can leap horizontally from a standing position. A character 
can double their listed horizontal JUMP speed by spending ALL 
Actions to make a running jump, if they have sufficient room to get 
a running start, but they may do nothing else that Combat Round. 
Vertical leaps are limited to the species original, unmodified, JUMP 
score minus one meter, no matter how much of a running start the 
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FICKLE FINGER OF FATE TABLE
ROLL DESCRIPTION

01 Amazing powers. Begin the game with 1st level proficiency in any 1 Matrix generation discipline (Empath, Healer, etc.), regardless of species. If you’re already a Matrix Controller, take an additional 
discipline. Also pick up a +20 to IQ and Intuition.

02-03 You’ve been selected for a cybernetic research grant. Select c50,000 worth of equipment. Free!

04-05 Genetic perfection. Increase all Vital Statistics by 10 points. Your Stats can exceed species maximums. 

06-07 You won a free clone of yourself in a Bio-Cyberdyne inter-galactic raffle. The free clone was not a top-of-the-line model. Thus, its vital statistics are all 5 points less than your original body. It is kept 
in the hospital of your choice. You must have your thoughts backed up regularly (cost: c25,000) or lose any experience gained since the last time you had your thoughts backed up. The clone cannot 
be sold under the terms of the raffle agreement.

08-09 You have got a deep contact in the Alliance government who owes you one. Basically, you have a Get Out of the Slammer Free Card whenever you need it. That is as long as you are on an Alliance-
influenced world.

10-11 Genetic mutation immune to all known poisons.

12-13 Winner of the Galactic Super Lotto. Collect c2,000 per month for life.

14-15 Dad holds stock in Avron Motors. The value of the stock recently hit the roof. Increase social class level to rich. Furthermore, you can get any non-spacecraft vehicle for 40% of list price.

17-18 Your Zen buddy inadvertently stumbled on a new Matrix while trying to heal you. It increased several of your vital statistics. Flip a coin once for each Vital Statistic. If you get heads, that Vital 
Statistic gets +10. Unfortunately for your buddy, he died from a massive stroke.

19-21 You have a good working relationship with the Black Market. There is a 20% chance that the Market will be able to help you obtain illegal goods wherever you go. You have a general understanding of 
how to contact and deal with the Market on any world.

22-24 You have a patron guiding your career. Increase starting Skill Points by 20.

25-27 If you’re a Matrix Controller, take 1 additional Matrix for free and 2 additional Power Points. Otherwise, pick 1 weapon of c10,000 or less in value.

28-30 Randomly pick an ECR. That ECR gets a +20 because you always ate your vegetables.

31-33 Involved in pirating. Collect 2c5,000. Beware!!! The Galactic Police have an all-points bulletin out for you and have put a c100,000 bounty on your head.

34-36 You have a Class II bounty hunter’s license. 

37-39 A competing firm is willing to pay you c40,000 a year to spy on your company.

40-42 Good investment portfolio but the principal is held in trust for a charity. You collect c3,000 a year, but you never have access to all the money.

43-45 You traveled to Fedul at the edge of the universe. When you arrived and realized that you were so far from home, a cord struck somewhere deep inside of you. You’re now obsessed with travel. Take 5 
levels of Terrestrial Knowledge skill.

46-48 You once saved the life of the warden of the McLursten Re-education and Reform Camp on Coandas in the Industrial Province of No Man’s Land. You can take your ship there to have it fixed for free 
one time. 

49-51 You lived a completely boring existence. You get nothing cool from this roll.
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ROLL DESCRIPTION
52-54 Your parents are Alliance diplomats. Take 4 levels of diplomacy and 2 levels of Terrestrial Knowledge.

55-57 You’re a natural with languages. Choose four languages (other than Galactic Standard). You speak those languages fluently (Lvl 5). You never learned Galactic Standard though, so you have to stick 
with the four you picked.

58-60 Promotion. Increase pay by 20% and rank by one level.

61-63 Your body reacts strangely to BRIs. All Body Points restored from BRIs are doubled. Regeneration time is halved. However, there is a 05% chance, each time that you take a BRI, that your 
Constitution will be permanently reduced by 1d4 points.

64-66 The Rebels want your help. You can either do exactly what they tell you, or they’ll replace you with a duplicate and then frame you for whatever crimes they commit when they’re done. They know an 
awful lot about the intimate details of your life. 

67-69 Blacklisted as an informant. Getting a job with any Mega Corp will be difficult. If you do get a job, your pay will be half what everyone else in the same position is getting.

70-72 Contracted a sexually transmitted disease that rots the body. Constitution is permanently lowered by 20.

73-75 You are a Galactic fugitive. You must change your identity through your sponsoring Corporation. You can never quit or media will receive a package with your dossier in it. If you’re found out, they will 
disavow any knowledge of your criminal past. 

76-78 There is an infamous Orion hitman with two cybernetic arms hunting you. He will stop at nothing to kill you, no matter how many innocents are caught in the crossfire. You’ve escaped him once, but 
you watched him take out Eridani Swordsaints and skilled Zen Matrix Controllers almost effortlessly. 

79-81 You were in an accident that caused amnesia. Reduce starting Skill Points by 15. The GM will assign 15 skill points to randomly determined skills (that you don’t already have). These skills will be 
revealed to you when the need to use them arises. 

82-84 Jaquassarious Phentari is looking for you.

85-87 You were hit a Matrix when you were a spectator at a fight and something went horribly wrong. Now once a day you displace 10 m in a random direction. Thankfully, it doesn’t appear as though you 
can rematerialize into a solid object. You avoid traveling in small vehicles. 

88-90 The Galactic Revenue Services (GRS) claim you owe the government c5,000 in back taxes. All efforts to correct the problem have failed, and they’re on the way to your domicile.

91-93 Slow learner. It takes you twice as much experience to gain Skill Points. 

94-96 Lost a corporate lawsuit. You lost control of your skimmer. It left the elevated freeway and landed in the middle of their corporate office during a pitch to their top customer. The CEO was personally 
offended and tried to sue you out of existence. To be fair, you turned off autopilot to impress your date and had no clue what you were doing. The judge wasn’t amused. You owe c250,000 to be paid 
through a 50% garnishment of your wages. 

97-98 The passenger liner you were traveling on was spacejacked. A gun battle ensued when a Marshall attempted to thwart the act. You were shot in the face by an M20 Blaster at point blank range. 
Reduce Charisma by 50 points. You have no tongue and cannot speak. You now eat through a tube that sticks out of the side of your face!

99 Oh, it was bad! While preparing to flee your world during a battle between the Alliance military and the Arachnids your apartment was hit with a stray missile. You were burned on over 60% of your 
body. Reduce Charisma by 50 points, reduce Constitution by 30 points. On the plus side you got c10,000 from Insurance.

00 Victim of the Red Bubonic Plague. Reduce all vital statistics, except for Aggression and Intuition, by 10 points.
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Players may choose from thirteen different species, but three of 
the species in this book, the Humans, the Pythonians, and the 
Zen Rigeln have two distinct subspecies. As a result, you actually 
get sixteen “species” from which to choose. Each species has 
modifiers to various vital statistics due to different evolutionary 
traits. The Vital Statistic Comparison Table summarizes these 
modifiers for all the species. 

CHATILIANS
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Chatilians are a species of smaller stature than Humans. Chatilians 
are humanoid in shape with two arms and two legs. They appear 
frail and delicate-looking with skin in shades of greenish-blue. 
They have thin rod-shaped bodies with large, cone-shaped 
heads. The head is lined with sensory nodes that allow them to 
communicate telepathically. Additionally, they have a brow ridge 
that extends from above their eyes to the side of their head. This 
ridge is actually the Chatilian’s ears. They have large, black, oval 
shaped eyes and a flat nose with nose slits hidden on the side. 
Chatilians can only breath through their nasal slits. The Humans 
who first saw them compared their appearance to asparagus with 
arms and legs.

A Chatilian’s arms end in hands with three fingers and an opposable 
thumb. The legs have three large toes on the front and one rear 
facing toe. The feet help anchor the Chatilians to the ground in the 
high winds that are a normal occurrence on their home planet of 
Chatil. Chatilian’s feet can grip the ground with enough force to let 
them maintain an upright position in 180 kph winds.

A Chatilian’s mouth is made for grinding and is full of hard ridges and 
groves instead of teeth. Tendrils on the inside of the cheeks sweep 
the food toward the back of the mouth once it has been ground into a 
digestible paste. During this grinding, they secrete a yellow, viscous 
liquid that assists with the breakdown of food. This secretion is also 
released during moments of anger or stress, which tends to make 
agitated Chatilians look like they're frothing at the mouth.

DIET
Chatilians are strict herbivores. They eat a variety of plants and 
nuts. While they are capable of surviving on leaves and grasses, 
Chatilians prefer a mixture of fruit, nuts, and vegetables. Chatilians 
obtain their water through the foods they consume.

HOME ENVIRONMENT
The home planet of the Chatilians is Chatil. This planet is primarily 
a vast grassland with a few small mountains and oceans at the 
poles. Many of the grasses on Chatil are nut or fruit bearing and 
grow to a height of three meters. The consistent hurricane force 
winds would not allow tall trees or structures. To evade the wind, 
the Chatilians domesticated a large burrowing creature called a 
Travox and used it to create vast cities underground. After the 
founding of the Alliance, Chatilians spread throughout the galaxy. 
They prefer a moderate climate with many parks and open spaces. 
They also prefer their homes at ground level or below.

THE KALUKIE
A Chatilian home is their retreat. They often share this space 
with a Kalukie. These are huge, six-legged burrowing creatures 
with bright green eyes, a shaggy mane, and a passive disposition. 
The Chatilians ride these intelligent animals and hold them in the 
highest regard. Many are able to communicate with their Kalukie.

The Kalukie has a body Threshold Rating of 3 points. Body Points: 
2d6 x 10. Size Class: 8. Cost: 50,000 cr.

HISTORY
Chatilians are the second oldest species within the Alliance. 
Their history spans over 13,000 years and is quite colorful. The 
Chatilians developed telepathy for communication quite early 
in their development. The nature of Chatil prevented verbal and 
chemical communication while their grasslands hid any attempt 
at gesture-based communication. Around 12200 BCE, a mutation 
arose which gave rise to the Chatilians' empathic abilities. The first 
recorded Chatilian with empathic abilities was Lord Makov Chatil. 
Lord Makov used his empathic abilities to consolidate the family 
holdings and make peace with the neighboring lords. During this 
time, Makov sought others that could learn to use their empathic 
abilities. These abilities came to be known as the Power.

The neighboring lords were taught and trained in the techniques 
Makov had learned. With the Power, Makov’s followers and 
influence continued to grow, and he amassed a legion of loyal 
Empaths. This legion was unleashed after Makov’s assassination 
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CIZERACK

SPECIES OVERVIEW
Species CIZERACK (siz-er-ak)

Nicknames Cats

Home world Cashoulis, 61 Verginis System

Tech Level 5

Government Oligarchy

Pop. (Cashoulis): 3 billion

Population (Total) 90 billion 

Life Expectancy 65 years

Average Height 1.8–2.2 m (177 + 5d10)

Average Weight 181–230 kg (179 + 5d10)

Sample Names Alheera, Cherendeera, Ghraeeaa, Maddra, 
Raalehr, Raheer, Shak Tai, Tiraa, Turrthea, 
Whefreen

Average Size Class 7

VITAL STATISTICS ECRS
STR 15 BIO 25

MD -20 CHEM 25

AGL 35 COLD 15

CON 10 ELE 25

AGG 20 FIRE 30

IQ -5 MEN 20

INT 0 RAD 25

CHA 0 SEN 5

GENERAL INFORMATION
Starting Skill Points 50

Body Points 7 + d10

RUN / JUMP / FLY 20 / 5 / 0

SENSE MODIFIERS
Vision 50

Hearing 45

Smell 40

SPECIES ABILITIES
Night vision

Good Jumpers

2 Extra Actions per Combat Round

SPECIES LIABILITIES
-60 AGL when standing on hind legs

CULTURAL SKILLS AND BEHAVIORS
Level 2 Acrobatics skill

Level 4 Stealth skill
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which absorbed 90% of the yellow spectrum of light. Most of 
the vegetation on the planet is in shades of blue or red and also 
bioluminescent. As the primary predator, the Cizerack spread 
across their planet. They live in any environment from steaming 
jungle to snow covered mountain. Working in clans, the Cizerack 
took over every habitable ecosystem on the planet.

On their home or occupied worlds, Cizerack’s do not live in cities. 
Instead, they live out in the open on hunting preserves as a pride. 
Cizerack love the feel of the wind and rain upon their fur. They 
detest cities and will only live in them if they must. They prefer 
the sights, sounds, and smells of the natural world. Cizerack 
technology is designed to heighten their interaction with the 
natural world, not to isolate them from it. A typical Cizerack 
preserve consists of 10 hectares per cat to hunt. They stagger 
storage containers and access systems across the area for their 
equipment and personal items.

If required to live in an urban area or on a ship, Cizerack will tailor 
their housing to resemble an outdoor setting as much as possible. 
If this is not an option, they will often pay extra for sensory 
packages to give their quarters the illusion of being outdoors. 
Wind, rain, grass, and night sounds are often included.

HISTORY
Cizerack development is nothing short of remarkable. Their 
species growth had stunted during their hunter-gather stage of 
development. At this point in Cizerack history, they lacked an 
opposable thumb or prehensile appendage, which would allow 
them to grab. Without tool use, the Cizerack could not advance 
as a species. Early in their history, a mutant male was born. This 
mutant had a second set of double jointed toes which folded back 
over his front toes. This allowed him an awkward, but functional, 
grip on objects. Why this aberration was not killed is unclear. His 
clan recognized the potential of his “deformity” later in life and 
allowed it to spread quickly within the clan. Tool use allowed this 
clan to destroy or absorb all others and dominate the planet. 

The Cizerack’ technological revolution occurred over a period 
of 1,000 years due to difficulties in mastering tool use. It was 
difficult to create precision tools without precise movement. The 
Cizerack are nothing if not tenacious. Clan wars and overcrowding 
almost ended the species, until around 1900 BCE, when one 
clan conquered or absorbed all the others. After this, all efforts 
were directed to reach the stars. By 1600 BCE, the Cizerack 
dominated their solar system. They became Intergalactic space 
travelers in 97 CE. In 1856 CE, Rhaaher, pride alpha and ship’s 
captain, stumbled upon and made contact with the Pythons. All 
was initially going well as the Cizerack were invited to dine with the 
ruling Python Clan Council. Unfortunately, the landing coordinates 
were mistranslated by Rhaaher’s first officer. Rhaaher landed her 
ship next to a Tomud, the sacred meeting ground of a Ram clan 
chief. This Tomud belonged to Fud the Hugger, Ram Chieftain of 
the hill. Accounts vary as to what happened next. The Cizerack say 
Rhaaher challenged Fud to personal combat after he insulted her. 
The Pythons say that Fud just wanted to give her a hug. Either way, 
Fud crushed Rhaaher to death in a bear hug and had her stuffed so 
he could hug her all the time.

This started the Cizerack-Python War which lasted almost a 
hundred years. While the Cizerack claim victory in this war, it 
was more of a stalemate. The Cizerack’s lighting fast raids were 
countered by the Python’s ambush style tactics. During one such 
encounter, both species were met by an Alliance military fleet, 
which ordered them to stand down or be destroyed. Both species 
were eventually offered Alliance membership and access to its 
technology as long as their war stopped. Still, the Cizerack hold a 
grudge against the Pythons and take any opportunity to slight or 
embarrass the Rams.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
Cizerack are social creatures. They bond closely without regard 
for the status or caste of their sisters, clan mates, and teams with 
the exception of male Cizerack who are barely considered second 
class citizens. Socially, Cizerack prefer to bond during hunts 
or while listening to night sounds with music. Usually, bonding 
hunts are led by the alpha female within a pride. There are many 
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HuMAN / GeN-HuMANS

ROLL GENETIC MODIFICATION TABLE (GEN-HUMANS ONLY)
60 Non-standard sense. You can detect one phenomenon or substance 

(gravity, electricity, living organisms, etc.) that would not normally be 
detectable at range with your normal senses. This sense has a range of 
20m and is treated as an Observation skill check. 

61 Infravision. You can see heat sources. 

62 Ultravision. You can see ultraviolet sources and can navigate in the dark 
by starlight. 

63 You possess biological SONAR with a range of 30 meters. You can “see” 
in the dark using this sense as if you could see with your eyes, except you 
can not determine the color of anything. Treat this as Observation skill 
check with a +30 Bonus.

64 Psychic Shock. You are able to mentally stun anyone you touch. STUN 
(MEN@-20; Unconscious for 1d4 Combat Rounds): You can use this ability 
once per day. 

65 Retractable claws. Your claws do 1d4 REAL damage and are visually 
undetectable when retracted. 

66 You have a gland that can store and discharge electricity on touch. SHORT 
(ELE@-10; 1d4 ÷ 2 damage and target's Actions reduced to 0 for duration, 
duration of 1d4 Combat Round) [Damage Type T] You can use this once 
per day. 

67 You can grow organic darts (quills, spines, etc.) which are extruded from 
your skin. They can be thrown using the Throwing Skill and cause 1d6 ÷ 2 
damage. [Damage Type '-'] 

68 Venom gland. You can spit venom up to 5 meters. This fun party trick can 
be used to blind your enemies if you successfully make a Called Shot to 
your opponent's eyes. BLIND (CHEM@-20; Visual Modifier reduced by 
100; 1d8 Combat Rounds). 

69 Your frequency of ECR rechecks is doubled. If no frequency is specified, 
you get a second check if you fail your first ECR check. 

70 Gills. You have gills and are able to breath fresh or salt water.

71 Prehensile feet. This gives you a +20 bonus to climb skill checks if you 
remove your shoes. 

72 Danger Sense. You subconsciously become aware of changes in your 
environment. Your conscious mind might not notice. You get an INT check 
as a Free Action to detect imminent ambush. 

73 Webbing. You have webbed fingers and toes. This gives you a +15 bonus to 
your Swimming skill checks.

74 Immune to disease. You get a +50 bonus to your BIO ECR when making 
checks to ward off disease. 

75 Defensive chemical spray. You can spray a noxious chemical with 80% 
accuracy out to 5 meters. Targets not in environmentally contained suits 
may be incapacitated due to forceful vomiting. TOXIN (BIO@-20, Lose all 
Actions, 1d4 Combat Rounds).

76 Menacing. You receive a +15 to Interrogation skill checks. 

77 Base instincts. You receive a +15 to Survival skill checks.

78 Flexible. You receive a +15 to Acrobatics skill checks.

ROLL GENETIC MODIFICATION TABLE (GEN-HUMANS ONLY)
79 Natural pilot. You receive a +15 to Piloting skill checks.

80 Tinkerer. You receive a +15 to all Repair skill checks.

81 Highly Observant. You receive a +15 to Observation skill checks.

82 Silver-tongued. You receive a +20 to Persuasion skill checks.

83 Your food and water requirements are 1/4 what normal Humans require. 

84 Productive Insomnia. You only require 1 hour of sleep a day and suffer no 
ill effects from sleep deprivation as long as you get your hour of sleep. 

85 Pain immunity. You can ignore the effects of non-bone Critical Hits.

86 Prehensile tail. You have a 1m long prehensile tail that can hold and fire 
weapons. It is treated as having one quarter your STR when lifting objects. 

87 Fearless. You do not need to make AGG checks to avoid panic or for 
fear-based Matrix attacks. 

88 Matrix Booster. If you are in skin-to-skin contact with a Matrix Controller, 
you may double duration, range, or damage (pick one) of any Matrix they 
generate. This ability may be used twice per day and does not work on 
Matrices over Energy Bracket 3.

89 Hostile Environment Design. You receive a +25 to any ECR check made 
due to environmental conditions. 

90 Desert Design. You can go for a whole week without drinking water.

91 Reinforced Bones. The penalties for bone Critical Hits are halved. 

92 Untraceable. You produce no pheromones, scents, or odors. As long as 
your equipment doesn’t emit an odor, you can not be tracked by smell. A 
Cizerack’s worst nightmare. 

93 Efficient Lungs. You can hold your breath for 8d4 min. 

94 Hardened Senses. Your eyes and ears are protected from blinding lights 
and loud noises. Increase your SEN ECR by 50 when dealing with sensory 
attacks that rely on overloading the senses with external stimuli. 

95 Fun Sized. -1 SC, -10 STR, -10 CON, +15 AGL. Bonuses stack with prior 
bonuses. 

96 You have a photographic memory. You remember everything you see. 
This doesn’t mean you see everything, but you don’t forget what you’ve 
noticed in the past. 

97 Internal compass. If the planet you’re on has a magnetic field, you can 
navigate as if you had a compass. Provides a +20 bonus to all navigation 
skills made while on a planet or a ship with a functioning reactor. 

98 Sound mimic. You can imitate any sound you hear. +25 to Impersonation 
Skill checks. 

99 Glowworm. You can glow at will. This provides a +30 bonus to Visual 
Observation checks made within 10m of you, if you are in the dark or 
a poorly lit environment. It also makes you a really inviting target for 
snipers. 

100 Typhoid Mary. Anyone who is within a few meters of you can become ill. 
You must wear a containment suit to avoid making others sick. DISEASE 
(Bio@-30 Penalty; -1d4 STR, CON, AGL per day, 1d4 day delay, 4d10 days; 
ECR recheck is daily.)
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KEEN

SPECIES OVERVIEW
Species KEEN (keen)

Nicknames Bat-Frog, Slime Ninja, Screamer

Home world Muspelheim

Tech Level 2

Government Tribal

Pop. (Muspelheim): 1 billion

Population (Total) 7 billion

Life Expectancy 90 years

Average Height 1.1–1.7 m (110 + 3d20)

Average Weight 35–85 kg (30 + 1d10 × 5)

Sample Names Hun-are-rey, Stri-ight, Dea-o-ove, Sin-on-ong, 
Ea-nly-uit, Tea-on-ids, Fly-it-mals, Cli-up-ee, 
Sla-o-ants, Hid-de-af 

Average Size Class 3

VITAL STATISTICS ECRS
STR 10 BIO 50

MD -15 CHEM 25

AGL 20 COLD 5

CON 0 ELE 25

AGG -20 FIRE 35

IQ 10 MEN 10

INT 5 RAD 25

CHA -10 SEN 5

GENERAL INFORMATION
Starting Skill Points 50

Body Points 4 + 1d8

RUN / JUMP / FLY 9 / 4 / 7*

SENSE MODIFIERS
Vision 10

Hearing 55

Smell 10

SPECIES ABILITIES
*Gliding (Glide Ratio 2:1)

Level 3 Flying skill

Level 3 Climbing skill

Level 2 Swimming skill

Ability to stick to walls (+30 to Climbing Skill Checks)

Chameleon-like color change (50% Stealth Rating, -70 to Visual Checks)

Can exude camouflaging slime to hide armor, weapons, and equipment

Echolocation (aka biological sonar)

SPECIES LIABILITIES
React slower in cold temperatures (# of Actions reduced by 2, +4 to Initiative 
Rolls)

CULTURAL SKILLS AND BEHAVIORS
Difficulties for Flying Skill Checks are one level lower

*  Keen must be Unencumbered in order to glide and stick to walls. When 
gliding, Keen move at the listed FLY speed, but for every two meters 
traveled horizontally, they lose one meter in height.
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SECTION TITLE

HISTORY
The Mutzachans are considered an ancient and long-lived species; 
however, they are few in number. Their history starts well before 
the Alliance was created. In fact, the first recorded Mutzachan 
history predates 400,000 BCE. These records suggest that 
Mutzachans developed space travel around 110,000 BCE but do 
not list when the first wormhole gates were built. There is some 
confusion on this subject as several Mutzachan colonies claim to 
be older than this date.

What is available about Mutzachan history is a very dry read. It 
outlines the slow and steady progress of their society with few, if 
any, interesting footnotes. The names of leaders and inventors are 
regularly recorded along with cities, planets located, and lifeforms 
identified. In fact, their history is so boring that the Chatilians 
accuse the Mutzachans of scrubbing their history of anything of 
import.

There are two exceptions, one of which is the Mutzachan plague. 
The cause of the plague was lost during the resulting chaos and 
records from that time frame are incomplete and limited in scope. 
To date, the Mutzachan population has not recovered to its pre-
plague levels. All Mutzachans regularly undergo blood scans to 
check themselves for any sign of the plague.

The second notable event in Mutzachan history was the planning 
of the Alliance. After the plague, the Vision of Eight determined 
the Mutzachans must have allies if they were to survive and thrive 
in the universe with their reduced population. Suitable species 
were located, invitations extended, and the Alliance was born. The 
Council of Timar was established to manage the interaction of the 
various species that were invited to join. Soon after the council’s 
creation, the Mutzachans stepped back from their leading role 
on the council to concentrate on finding and developing new 
members. These developments set the stage for many of the 
species currently within the Alliance. The invasion of Aknar-Ryn 
into the Alliance during the first Arachnid war was the first true 
testing of this union of allied species.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
Mutzachan family units are close knit and cooperative. The 
head of the family maintains the residence with a large enough 
number of rooms for most of the family to stay. Family members 
pitch in as necessary to maintain the home. This often provides a 
safe place for Mutzachan children to stay as they attend school. 
School is free on Mutzachan controlled planets as decreed by the 
Vision of Eight. All social institutions are supported by the Vision. 
Emergency services, police, hospitals, and the military all report 
directly to the Eight.

Mutzachan social clubs usually combine a hydrocarbon drink 
and serious math problems. Skill with math improves their social 
standing. Other items that impact a Mutzachan’s social status 
include their Energy Controller rank and age. Mutzachans dress 
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the part with ornate dress and color schemes signifying their rank 
and power levels. Mutzachans are generally law abiding as illegal 
activity lowers their social status. As with all Matrix controllers, 
the Mutzachans are required by Galactic Law to wear a robe or 
other visible article of clothing that denotes their rank, and thus 
level of skill, in generating Matrices.

Mutzachans like to keep “pet rocks” particularly when traveling. 
This is usually a hunk of Uranium-235 or some other radioactive 
metal. The primary purpose of this is to keep the Mutzachan 
warm, meaning slightly irradiated. When traveling, Mutzachans 
usually will meet to warm themselves by each other’s stone. Not 
all Mutzachans are social.

Mutzachans drain their blood to check  
for nanites. There is no plague.

VALUES AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS:
Time: "It’s so fleeting, even to us.”
Achievement: "It is what makes life worthwhile.”
Work: "It gives life meaning.”
Wealth: "It comes to those that earn it.”
Change: "The world does, but we are constant.”
Scientific Method: "Is there any other way?”
Risk-Taking: "Careful planning eliminates risk."

POLITICS
The Mutzachans are ruled by an oligarchy called the Vision of 
Eight. These eight individuals approve every law, determine which 
technology is shared, and set the goals for the Mutzachan people. 
They also represent the Mutzachans on the Council of Timar. The 
position lasts for as long as a Mutzachan maintains their power, 
status, and wealth. Few Mutzachans ever come close to reaching this 
goal. The Vision of Eight controls all Mutzachan space. They seek to 
expand their influence and reach, but they rarely move beyond their 
planets. Power is literally at and within the Eight’s fingertips.

Unlike other species, their power has not given Mutzachans a 
feeling of immunity. With the plague still in their recent records, 
the Mutzachans feel they must guide and instruct other species 
to prevent them from making similar costly mistakes. They choose 
to lead because they are the only ones capable of doing it with 
the long view. This “leading” may be completed through guile and 
deceit if needed. Risk can be managed as long as the final result 
improves the Mutzachans and other species.

MATRICES
Mutzachans are also known as Energy Controllers. This is because 
they have the ability to drain, store, and expel energy due to their 
unique evolution and specialized physiology. Mutzachans have 
become so adept at focusing energy that they can now achieve 
an amazing number of effects. They can turn themselves invisible 

by absorbing or redirect light or fire blasts of deadly superheated 
plasma. It’s rumored that some very old and very skilled 
Mutzachans can travel instantly across the galaxy or even destroy 
entire solar systems. This, however, has never been confirmed. 
There is some quantifiable evidence that Mutzachans have been 
able to travel through time, even if only momentarily. These 
amazing effects, called Matrices, are accomplished by surgeon-
like precision and pinpoint application of the Mutzachan’s stored 
energy reserves. Mutzachan’s learn Matrices in school; each 
Matrix achieves a specific effect by channeling and focusing 
energy in very precise ways. All Mutzachans can do this, and they 
liken it to a Human learning to throw a ball. Anyone can do it, but 
only a few make the major leagues.

MUTZACHAN ENERGY DRAIN

Everyone knows that Mutzachans can drain the power out of just 
about any un-insulated electrically powered device they touch. 
When a Mutzachan touches an un-insulated, electrical device, 
they begin to drain power out of the device without conscious 
thought. This ability is due to the Mutzachan’s unique physiology. 
A Mutzachan will start to notice when they get “full.” They describe 
this as a sensation like being in contact with a warm object for long 
enough that you begin to grow hot and uncomfortable. Then they 
finally remember to step away from the source of the discomfort.
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PHENTARI

SPECIES OVERVIEW
Species PHENTARI (fen-tahr-ee)

Nicknames Squid, Grim Reaper, Demon Spawn, Cold 
Death, Soul Sucker

Home world Phena, Tau Ceti System

Tech Level 5

Government Kratocracy

Pop. (Phena): 10 billion

Population (Total) 130 billion

Life Expectancy 150 years

Average Height 1.8 – 2.2 m (180 + 2d20)

Average Weight 85 – 135 kg (80 + 1d10 × 5)

Sample Names Ardincuz Phentari, Melarisarrious Phentari, 
Phelinssarious Phentari, Sorgie Phentari, 
Ssithisarious Phentari, Task Phentari, 
Tranquarrious Phentari

Average Size Class 6

VITAL STATISTICS ECRS
STR -5 BIO 35

MD 25 CHEM 25

AGL 5 COLD 50

CON -5 ELE 30

AGG 20 FIRE 10

IQ 10 MEN 25

INT 5 RAD 25

CHA -35 SEN 25

GENERAL INFORMATION
Starting Skill Points 40

Body Points 8 + d6

RUN / JUMP / FLY 12 / 4 / 0

SENSE MODIFIERS
Vision 15

Hearing 10

Smell 15

SPECIES ABILITIES
Level 3 Climbing skill

+20 to Climbing skill checks

Regeneration of lost tentacles

Can engage 2 targets simultaneously without penalty, using 360° vision

SPECIES LIABILITIES
Must wear an atmospheric processor in oxygen environments

A single tentacle can not lift more 2 kilograms. 

CULTURAL SKILLS AND BEHAVIORS
Take two additional languages at level 5.
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All Domain communication is in Phenatilly Phentari. When 
communicating with the masses, the Domain stays with Phentari 
tradition and broadcasts in voice only as do all news agencies. 
Alliance broadcasts are still received in video format though 
most Phentari communication devices do not have video receiver 
function. They do not deem it necessary. Furthermore, translation 
units are not standard as most Phentari understand and speak 
multiple languages. They consider it a requirement to be able to 
better understand who they can manipulate. Phentari believe 
that learning the nuances of spoken language is necessary to 
identifying the speaker and their true intent.

VALUES AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS:
Time: "Patience, I will show my superiors to be fools and rise to 
take their place.”
Achievement: "What else can you expect? My greatness is out 
there for all to see now.”
Work: "My plans will come to fruition. They cannot do otherwise.”
Wealth: "It will come as my power grows.”
Change: "Chaos can only benefit those prepared to take advantage 
and show their greatness.”
Scientific Method: "I will use anything to further my own goals.”
Risk-Taking: "All life is a risk. Planning, forethought, and escape 
routes will keep you from losing yours."

"Phentari aren’t dangerous unless they get behin… "

POLITICS
Phentari are thoroughly convinced of their own superiority. They 
will band together to defend their space and sovereignty with 
ruthless precision and cunning. Their only use for the Alliance is 
to shield Phentari space from external threats and provide new 
technology. It also provides access to new worlds for the Phentari 
and as much space as they can hold.

Phentari politics is all about perceived power. Phelinssarious, 
ruler of the Domain, directs the Phentari as he or she sees fit. The 
term is for life. While Phentari are known for their cunning and 
assassinations, an individual cannot become Phelinssarious if they 
are easy to kill. This usually translates into long periods of stability 
for the Phentari as the power structure does not change often. 
The Domain council is tasked with carrying out Phelinssarious’ 
will. Positions are added and dissolved at Phelinssarious’s desire. 
However, the high-level hierarchy generally is as follows: Domain 
Captains report to the Regional Enforcer or Admiral if they’re on a 
ship. The Regional Enforcers report to the Planetary Council of that 
system, and Admirals report to the Fleet Grand Admiral. Planetary 
Councils or Grand Admirals report directly to the Domain Council. 
The Domain Council reports only to Phelinssarious who is also the 
de facto Fleet Grand Marshal.

Each position has absolute power over those below. No matter 

the position, if a Phentari is too effective, they may find unwanted 
attention from those above. Particularly if superiors see you as a 
threat. If a Phentari is ineffective or error prone, those below will 
resolve the issue as Phentari do not suffer fools to live. Phentari 
strive for perfection in all their crafts.

A majority of Phentari believe Phelinssarious to be the 
quintessential Phentari. Phelinssarious is the symbol against 

whom all Phentari measure themselves. He provided the Phentari 
with a method to work together yet still appease their baser 
instincts. They honor him in their own fashion and keep the system 
alive. While the system may live and function, those in politics may 
not. Those that find their positions dissolved are usually told after 
their death. Those that excel or fail too often also find themselves 
targeted. With Phentari, politics is a life or death sport.

“Our species is so cunning that we had to move our eyes so 
we can watch our own back.”

-An old Phentari adage
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PYTHONIAN LIZARDS

SPECIES OVERVIEW
Species PYTHONIAN (pahy-thon-ee-uh-n)

Nicknames Marine, Standard, Warrior, Lizard

Home world Pythos, mu Virginis System

Tech Level 3

Government Clan

Pop. (Pythos): 700 million

Population (Total) 35 billion

Life Expectancy 200 years

Average Height 2.4 – 2.7 m (240 + 3d10)

Average Weight 207 – 270 kg (200 + 7d10) 

Sample Names Ephys-Tar-Merek, Grak-Tar-Nakh, Krim-Tar 

Average Size Class 8

VITAL STATISTICS ECRS
STR 30 BIO 25

MD -25 CHEM 20 

AGL -5 COLD 5 

CON 50 ELE 15 

AGG 30 FIRE 35 

IQ -10 MEN 10 

INT -10 RAD 25 

CHA -30 SEN 40 

GENERAL INFORMATION
Starting Skill Points 50

Body Points 12 + d12

RUN / JUMP / FLY 11 / 3 / 0

SENSE MODIFIERS
Vision -40 

Hearing 35

Smell 50

SPECIES ABILITIES
Threshold Rating 2 

Level 8 Swimming skill 

Can swim at a rate equal to half their RUN score when swimming  (SWIM: 5)

+40 to Swimming Skill Checks

2X Strength Multiplier

Infravision

Vibration Sense (50 m)

SPECIES LIABILITIES
Poor Eye Sight

Fumble fingered (Low MD scores)

CULTURAL SKILLS AND BEHAVIORS
None
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RAM PYTHONIANS

SPECIES OVERVIEW
Species RAM PYTHONIAN (ram pahy-thon-ee-uh-n)

Nicknames Standard, Warrior, Ram

Home world Pythos, mu Virginis System

Tech Level 3

Government Clan

Pop. (Pythos): 700 million

Population (Total) 35 billion

Life Expectancy 200 years

Average Height 2.7 – 3.0 m (270 + 3d10) 

Average Weight 292 – 452 kg (260 + 8d6 X [MULTI]4) 

Sample Names Loann Brok, Chet, Fredd, Gar, Gronk, Tokk, 
Fug, Guf

Average Size Class 8

VITAL STATISTICS ECRS
STR  50 BIO  25

MD -25 CHEM  20

AGL  15 COLD 10

CON  30 ELE  35

AGG 30 FIRE  10

IQ  -20 MEN  10

INT  -15 RAD  25

CHA -30 SEN  25

GENERAL INFORMATION
Starting Skill Points 50

Body Points 16 + d12

RUN / JUMP / FLY 12 / 4 / 0

SENSE MODIFIERS
Vision  -30

Hearing 20

Smell 25

SPECIES ABILITIES
Level 2 Climbing skill 

2X Strength Multiplier

Infravision

Vibration Sense (50 m)

SPECIES LIABILITIES
Poor Eye Sight

Fumble fingered (Low MD scores)

CULTURAL SKILLS AND BEHAVIORS
Level 3 Stealth skill
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Battlelords uses the same game mechanic for determining a 
character’s chance of success, whether that character is relying 
solely on their innate abilities (Vital Statistics) or their training 
(Skills).

THE ‘150 RULE’: Unless it’s explicitly stated in a description, nothing 
can increase a character’s Statistic or Skill beyond 150%.

DETERMINING YOUR CHANCE 
OF SUCCESS WITH A SKILL
LINK STAT
Every skill uses one of your character’s Statistics (STR, MD, AGL, 
etc.) to determine their base chance of success. The Statistic 
used by the skill is called the Link Stat and is the Vital Statistic the 
skill typically relies upon when being used. The Engineering skills 
use the character’s IQ. The Acrobatics skill uses the character’s 
Agility, and so on.

If your character’s Link Stat for a skill is high, your character is 
more likely to succeed when making a Skill Check with that skill. 
In contrast, if your character’s Statistic which is linked to a skill 
is low, they are less likely to succeed when making a Skill Check 
with that skill.

CHANGING THE LINK STAT
In some instances, the Game Master may decide to let you use 
a different Link Stat than what is normally used for that skill. For 
example, when making a Stealth & Concealment check, the Game 
Master might allow you to substitute your IQ or even Intuition 
rather than your Agility if you are placing a camouflage net over 
a tank. Similarly, if you’re trying to guess where a target is based 
on incomplete information when making a Weapons: Indirect Fire 
Skill Check, you might use your Intuition rather than your IQ. As 
always, the GM will decide if you can substitute another Stat for 
the listed Link Stat.

SKILL LEVELS
You can purchase up to 15 levels in most skills. More on how you 
do that later in this chapter. Skill levels reflect the training your 

character has undergone to push their chance of success beyond 
what they could have achieved by just relying on their innate 
abilities (Stats).

SKILL PERCENTAGE
To determine your chance of success with a skill, first find the 
Link Stat being used by the skill and divide it in half. Next add 5% 
for every level of the skill you have. The resulting number is your 
Percentage Chance to Succeed and is abbreviated as ‘%’.

Skill Check: Link Stat  ÷  2   +  5% per level of skill  =  Percentage 
Chance to Succeed

EXAMPLE: If Snantzz the Raazet has a 100 IQ Statistic and 
7 levels of Engineer: Power, then his Percentage Chance to 
Succeed when using his Engineering: Power skill is 85%.

We calculate this by finding the Link Stat for the Engineer: Power, 
which is IQ. We then find Snantzz’s IQ, which is 100, and divide it 
in half to get 50. That 50% would be Snantzz’s chance to succeed 
if he had no Engineering Skill, and the GM allowed him to attempt 
a Skill Check without the proper skill.

Fortunately for Snantzz, he does have the Engineer: Power skill. 
He gets to increase his chance of success by 5% for every level 
of skill he possesses. Snantzz has 7 levels of Engineer: Power, 
which increases his chance of success by 35%. So, we take half 
of Snantzz’s IQ, which is 50, and add 35 to it from Snantzz’s 
skill to get our Percentage Chance to Succeed (%) of 85%. 
[(100 ÷ 2) + (5% × 7) = 85%]. If Snantzz’s player rolls 85 or less, he 
succeeds in making his Engineer: Power Skill Check.

Now before you panic, don’t worry about the math because 
you’ll do all that during character generation. During game play 
your character’s Percentage Chance to Succeed will already be 
calculated for all your skills. All you’ll have to do is roll and compare 
the result of the roll to your character’s percentage.

MAKING A SKILL CHECK
First your GM will determine if there is a skill that applies to the 
task your character is attempting. If there is a skill that applies, 
your GM will ask if your character possesses this skill. If your 
character possesses the skill, locate the skill on your character 

CHAPTER 4.0
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difficulty was Challenging and something caused “the level of 
difficulty to increase by one,” then we shift one step right to Nearly 
Impossible. Conversely, if a character was attempting a task with 
a Challenging difficulty and something “decreased the difficulty 
by two levels,” we would jump two steps to the left on the chart 
to Average.

If a shift ever moves the difficulty level off the scale, either to the 
right or the left, the Game Master will make the final decision as 
to what the difficulty level should be. The most important rule 
to remember is that if no difficulty is assigned to a task, always 
assume it is Average difficulty. If a shift is applied to a task with 
no difficulty level, the shifts always occur with Average as the 
starting point.

Decrease in Di�culty

Increase in Di�culty

EASY AVERAGE DIFFICULT CHALLENGING NEAR IMPOSSIBLE

SKILL CHECKS & COMBAT
CRITICAL SUCCESS IN COMBAT
A roll of 01 on an attack is a Critical Success and automatically hits 
unless the opponent is able to make a Defense roll and also rolls 
a 01. If you rolled 01 when making an attack that causes damage, 
do not roll for damage. Instead, apply the maximum damage the 
attack is capable of inflicting to the target. If you rolled 01 when 

making an attack that requires the target to make an ECR roll, the 
penalty for the roll is doubled.

SKILL CHECKS WITH WEAPONS
Attacking with weapons is simply making a Skill Check using 
the proper weapon skill. This basic game mechanic does not 
change. Take half your Link Stat and add 5% per level of the 
skill your character possesses in the weapon they’re using. 
What changes when making Skill Checks with Weapons are the 
modifiers.

ACCURACY: 
Each weapon has an Accuracy value listed for each Range Bracket 
the weapon is capable of reaching. When the GM tells you the 
Range Bracket of your target, the Accuracy value of the weapon 
listed for that Range Bracket is added to your Percentage Chance 
to Succeed. 

EXAMPLE: Fredd the Ram Python has a Manual Dexterity statistic 
of 50. He also possesses 7 levels of Kinetic weapon skill whose 
Link Stat is Manual Dexterity. The GM tells him the target that 
he is attempting to hit is in Range Bracket 2, and Fredd’s player 
notes that the Accuracy of a weapon in Range Bracket 2 is 35%.

Fredd’s chance to hit the target is calculated just like a standard 
Skill Check. Half his Statistic, in this case Manual Dexterity, plus 
5% per every level of applicable skill [50 ÷ 2 + (5% × 7) = 60%]. 
Fredd gets to add 35 to his Percentage Chance to Succeed 
because his weapon’s Accuracy is 35% in that Range Bracket. 
This brings his total up to 95% (60% + 35% = 95%).
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COMBAT MODIFIERS: 
The other aspect that’s different when making Skill Checks with 
weapon skills are the Check Modifiers applied to the Skill Check. 
Weapon skills do not usually utilize the default modifiers of Easy, 
Difficult, Challenging, and Nearly Impossible. However, there is 
nothing that would prevent a GM from applying these modifiers 
to a weapon check.

Instead, when a character is attacking with a weapon, the GM 
will typically select applicable Check Modifiers from the list of 
Combat Modifiers. These modifiers are a much more specific set 
of modifiers that crop up in combat and include such factors as 
weather conditions, movement of the shooter or target, and cover 
or concealment of the target. These difficulties arise whenever 
you’re trying to give someone a new orifice with a sharp piece 
of metal or energy discharge. You can find the list of Combat 
Modifiers in the Combat Chapter.

OBSERVATION CHECKS
Though technically an Observation 
Check is simply an Observation 
Skill Check (Intuition Stat Check if 
unskilled), it comes up enough in 
combat that we thought it deserved 
some extra attention. Before you 
can shoot something, you have to 
know it’s there. Not everyone stands 
out in the middle of the street and 
shoots at you with a deafeningly loud 
machinegun. Similarly, if an opponent 
is going to attempt to ambush or 
surprise your character, you need to 
determine if the character noticed 
the ambush before it was sprung. 
How does a character do this? By 
making an Observation Check.

An Observation Check is simply half 
your character’s Intuition attribute 
plus 5% for every level of Observation 
skill. However, you also get to add one of your character’s Sense 
Modifiers (Vision, Hearing, or Smell). The GM will determine which 
Sense Modifier is appropriate or let you select which Sense Modifier 
you’d like to use if any of them will work.

EXAMPLE: In the prior example, you could see the guy in the 
street with the machinegun, you could hear the gun firing, and 
you could smell the gun powder. Game Master’s should keep in 
mind that other species have senses that far surpass those of 
Humans. A Keen or Mazian may hear the machinegun before 
they see it. A Cizerack could determine the location of the 
machinegun by smell alone even if she couldn’t see or hear it.

Many times, the GM will give you a modifier for your Observation 
Check, or it will be an opposed roll against one of your opponent’s 

skills. If your character succeeds in making their Observation Skill 
Check, they have observed some clue or indicator that either may not 
be readily apparent or that was being concealed from the character.

Observation check: Intuition ÷ 2  + 5% per level of Observation 
Skill + Appropriate Sense Modifier (GM Discretion) 

Observation Checks are FREE Actions for a quick check, glance, or gut 
feeling. A deliberate or prolonged search will require ALL Actions or 
longer. Observation Check modifiers are listed below. The bonuses and 
penalties for making Observation Checks in less than ideal weather 
and environmental conditions as well as those for target size are 
identical to those listed on the Combat Modifiers table.

PURCHASING SKILLS
Skill points (SP) are the currency for purchasing skills. Each skill 
has three listed Skill Point costs in the Skill Charts. The first 
number is the cost per level in levels 1 through 5. The second 
number is the cost per level in levels 6 through 10. Finally, the last 
number is the cost per level in levels 11 through 15.

EXAMPLE: Academic Studies has a listed cost of 1/2/3. To 
purchase eleven levels of Academic Studies would cost 18 Skill 
Points. Five points for the first five levels. Ten points for levels 
six through ten, and three points for level eleven. 

You can purchase up to 15 levels of any skill with a few exceptions 
that will be noted in the skills description. Each skill level 
purchased adds 5% to your chance to succeed with that skill.

MORE CRUNCH RULE
MAX SKILL PERCENTAGE: A character’s Percentage Chance of 
Success when using a skill can not exceed 100% unless the skill’s 
Link Attribute is greater than 100%. For games that really highlight 
the differences between the species, this is one Crunch rule we 
really suggest using.

STARTING SKILL POINTS
During character creation, your character’s species determines 
the amount of Skill Points you have to purchase for starting skills.

STARTING CHARACTERS
Starting characters may not purchase more than 5 levels in any 
single skill. Humans are the exception to this rule and may start 
the game with skills at level 10. Like other species, Gen-Humans 
cannot purchase more than 5 levels in any one skill at the start of 
the game. These restrictions only apply to starting characters and 

OBSERVATION 
MODIFIERS

CONCEALED MOD
25% -5

50% -10

75% -15

90% -20

RANGE V/H/S
RB 1 +50/+50/+30

RB 2 +30/+30/+10

RB 3 0/0/-20

RB 4 -30/-30/-50

RB 5 -60/-60/-90

RB 6 -90/-90/-120

RB 7 -120/-120/-150

RB 8 -150/-150/-180
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter details everything you need to know about combat 
in the game, including determining initiative, spending Actions, 
attacking, defending, armor, and using weapons. 

INITIATIVE
The first thing that happens in the Combat Round is determining 
Initiative. Initiative determines who will act first during the Combat 
Round. The Game Master will determine the Initiative number 
for hostile aliens and characters not controlled by the players. 
The character with the lowest Initiative acts first. The character 
with the second lowest Initiative acts second, and so on until 
every character has had their chance to act during that Combat 
round. The character having the highest Initiative score acts last. 
Remember in Battlelords, lower rolls are always better (except for 
damage). Characters can only spend attack during their Initiative, 
but can defend at any time (See Actions below). 

DETERMINING INITIATIVE
To determine the winner of Initiative, roll 2d10 and subtract your 
character’s Initiative Modifier, which is determined by their Agility. 
Recall that your character’s Initiative Modifier can be modified by 
the Alertness skill and the Body Equilibrium skill (Eridani only). If 
the Initiatives are tied, Actions occur simultaneously. Using this 
method, it is possible to get an Initiative score that is a negative 
number. Characters act proceeding, in order, from lowest to 
highest Initiative.

EXAMPLE: Erin the Eridani has Alertness skill at level 3 and 
Agility statistic of 105. A character's Initiative Modifier is 10% 
of their Agility, rounded down (105 ÷ 10 = 10), plus 1 for each 
level of Alertness. Erin's total Initiative Modifier (IM) is 10 plus 
3 for a total of 13. Erin rolls a 20 and subtracts her IM of 13. 
Her Initiative is 7. Hank the Human has no Alertness skill (for 
0 bonus) and an Agility statistic of 70, which yields an IM of 7. 
Hank rolls a 5. Hank’s roll of 5, minus his IM of 7 results in Hank’s 
Initiative being -2, which is lower than Erin’s 7. Hank goes first.

Characters who are taken by surprise or ambushed automatically 
after their attackers.

HOLDING INITIATIVE
Characters can hold their Initiative and choose not to act during 
their normal turn in the Combat Round, as determined by their 

Initiative roll minus their Initiative Modifier (IM). Characters who 
are holding Initiative can still defend against incoming attacks but 
cannot attack until they choose to re-enter combat. Characters 
who are holding Initiative can choose to re-enter combat at 
any time in the Combat Round after their Initiative would have 
normally occurred. 

If two or more characters are holding Initiative and wish to enter 
combat at the same time, the character with the lower Initiative 
score acts first. The character with the second lowest Initiative 
score acts second, and so on. Characters with tied scores act 
simultaneously. Characters can not hold Initiative or Actions from 
one Combat Round to the next. If a character has not acted by the 
time all other combatants have completed their Initiative, they can 
choose to act then – going last in the Combat Round – or forgo 
acting that Combat Round.

Characters can only hold their Initiative once per Combat Round. 
A character cannot hold their Initiative, then act, then hold their 
Initiative a second time in the same Combat Round.

INITIATIVE REDUCTIONS
The following conditions increase the character’s Initiative 
Modifier, slowing down their reaction time (lower is better).

INITIATIVE REDUCTIONS TABLE
DESCRIPTION INITIATIVE MODIFIER

Lightly Encumbered -2 to Initiative Roll

Heavily Encumbered +5 to Initiative Roll

Suffered a Critical Hit May lower AGL. Base IM is 10% of AGL

ACTIONS
WHAT ARE ACTIONS
A character has a set number of Actions based on species, skills, 
and their Agility. Actions determine how fast you character is, both 
mentally and physically. The more Actions your character possesses, 
the more activities they can attempt in a single Combat Round.

Most everything your character does consumes some of their 
Actions. Moving, making Statistic Checks, making Skill Checks, 
attacking, or defending all use up your character’s Actions. Some 
activities consume multiple Actions. Once all of your Actions have 
been used up, you cannot do anything else for that Combat Round.

CHAPTER 5.0
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ARMORED SUITS
The most important piece of gear besides your weapon is 
undoubtedly your armor. Modern armor is capable of protecting 
soldiers from attacks and harmful environmental conditions. In 
addition, a myriad of options are available for armored suits to 
increase the stealth, mobility, adaptability, and survivability of 
the occupant. Only about a dozen manufacturers throughout the 
Alliance produce most armored suits, though there are hundreds 
of smaller and less known armor developers. 

TYPES OF ARMORED SUITS
Before we start, it is important to note that only one suit 
of armor may be worn at a time, unless the description 
specifically states otherwise. Furthermore, the terms "armor," 
"armored suit," and "suit of armor" are used interchangeably 
in this book.

There are four classes of armor: Body Armor, Heavy Armor, 
Mechanized Battle Armor (MBA), and Ultra Amor. Each class has 
its advantages and disadvantages.

ARMOR & HELMET WEIGHT
The armor's Actual Weight (ACT WGT) value represents the 
weight of armor when worn. This value is only used to determine 
how heavy the armor is when being carried (not worn), or if  
the GM needs to determine if the floor will support the weight 
of the armor.

Effective Weight (EFF WGT) is what the user feels when wearing 
the suit and is the value used when calculating their Encumbrance 
loads. Mechanized Battle Armor have actuators that support the 
weight of the armor and allow the wearer to move around, relatively 
unhindered by the weight of the armor. In MBA, the Actual Weight 
and the Effective Weight of the armor are usually different. There 
are also some armor options that can reduce the Actual Weight 
and Effective Weight of armored suits.

Helmets only have an Actual Weight that is measured in kilograms. 
Remember that Weight, Cost and Structural Integrity are affected 
by Size Class (see below).

Both the Actual Weight and Effective Weight values are measured 
in kilograms.

ARMOR SIZE CLASS
EFFECTS OF SIZE CLASS ON ARMOR
The bigger the character, the bigger the armor they wear. A 
Mutzachan can not wear armor made for a Ram Python and vice-
versa. As a result, most armor comes in a variety of Size Classes. 
The default Size Class is 4, which fits your average human. Armor 
that is larger than Size Class 4 is more expensive, heavier, and has 
more structural material (higher Structural Integrity). Armor that 
is smaller than Size Class 4 is less expensive, lighter, and has less 
structural material (lower Structural Integrity). The same holds 
true for helmets. Note: A Mazian can purchase whatever size 
armor it wants, if it assumes the general shape and size of the 
armor’s intended user.

SIZE CLASS MODIFIER
Structural Integrity, weight, and cost on armor and helmets vary 
with Size Class. If your suit is larger or smaller than Size Class 4, 
consult the table below and find the appropriate Multiplier for 
your character’s Size Class. To determine the Structural Integrity, 
weight, and cost of your helmet and armor multiply each by the 
appropriate Multiplier.

Threshold Rating and Absorption Rating are NOT affected by 
changes in Size Class. Additional Absorption can be added 
as an Armor Option, if you have the free slots to hold the 
additional Absorption and the credits available to purchase it  
(See Armor Options below).

The stats listed for a Cub armor are 
for a standard Size Class 4 suit. It has 
a Threshold Rating of 3, 36 points of 
Structural Integrity in the torso, 24 
SI in each leg, and 12 in each arm. 
The suit has 15 points of Absorption 
in the torso, 10 in each leg, and 5 
in each arm. The suit weighs 13 
kilograms and costs C3,100.

Let’s say your character is Size Class 
6 though. We see from the table 
above that we need to multiply the 
listed values by 1.50 to determine the 
Size Class 6 numbers. Let’s start with 
the Structural Integrity. The torso in a 

SIZE CLASS
SIZE MULTI

1  × 0.25

2  × 0.50

3  × 0.75

4  × 1.00

5  × 1.25

6  × 1.50

7  × 1.75

8  × 2.00

9  × 2.25

10  × 2.50

CHAPTER 6.0
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GENERATION

"Designed for Mutzachans by Aron Corp, this suit is generation 
friendly right off the shelf and is insulated to prevent the Mutzachan 
from unintentionally draining any of their weaponry. There are also 
versions for other Matrix-using species. The suit is considered a tad 
on the heavy side and doesn’t deal well with arctic environments.”

Mutzachans cannot use their Drain ability without removing 
at least one of the armored gauntlets on the suit. Mutzachans 
can handle any uninsulated weapon or device while wearing 
this armor and not drain it. The Generation Friendly Armor 
Option is included in the price of this suit.

OPTICON

"The Opticon suit features an improved version of the laser 
refractive system found on the Reflection suit. In addition, this suit 
was built on a more robust frame offering upgraded survivability 
features over the Reflection suit. It includes the self-healing film 
that eliminates the reflective properties of the armor’s alloy. 
Manufactured by Bonson/Sayers/Vion.”

The suit has a Threshold Rating of 8 against beam weapon 
attacks. This suit is not treated as Heavy Armor.

6 THRESHOLD

COMBAT 3

"AKM may have finally beat BAS at their own game. Early 
reviews of the Combat 3 armor indicate it matches or beats BAS’s 
Kodiak suit in nearly every category except weight and cost. AKM is 
definitely going to make it difficult for us to formulate our Top 10 list 
this year, but we’re not complaining.”

CORAL

"The toughest organic armor available on the market. Considered 
a bit fragile, but packing an average weight of absorption polymers 
for its class. It’s also incredibly light. Science Tech’s Coral armor is 
excellent when dealing with high-temperature environments.”

ELECTROLYTE

"Hardened to protect the owner from the effects of electrical 
and electromagnetic attack forms. The electrolyte suit is a favorite 
of search & rescue and salvage crews everywhere. This suit will 
keep you from getting fried if you accidentally touch something 
that’s got an electrical current running through it. Manufactured 
by Science Tech.”

GRENADIER

"The Grenadier is the mid-range armor in Shalkon Corporation’s 
warrior line. The suit does not handle harsh environments or exotic 
weapon attacks well, but if you want to wade in and start pounding 
things, it’ll take a beating from conventional weaponry. It’s heavy, but 
no more so than any of the other combat-oriented suits in its class.”

KODIAK

"Continuing their Ursa line of armors, the BAS manufactured 
Kodiak suit trades a little armor plating for a lot of absorption. This 
unit is designed for medium intensity combat situations. Kodiak 
can withstand several direct hits from most Pulse weapons. Its light 
weight pushes it past AKM’s Combat 3 in our eye, making it our top 
buy in the class.”

SPY MASTER

“Innovation at its finest. Dickens Corp’s top of the line Spy 
Master espionage armor features a state-of-the-art stealth and 
camouflage system. It can render the user nearly invisible. If you 
are an urban agent, this is the right suit for you. The armor includes 
a Grapple Hoist.”

The unit's proprietary camouflage system has a Stealth 
Rating of 50 and provides a 75% penalty to observation 
checks. The sound dampening system provides a 50% 
Penalty to Observation Checks made using Hearing Modifier. 
These are passive countermeasures. The suit can not use the 
Full Spectrum Cloak, standard Camouflage Unit, improved 
Camouflage Unit, or Sound Cancellation device.

“We even wash the previous owner out of it for you.  
Cash Only."

-Sign at Flik’s Used Armor Sales

HEAVY ARMOR
Heavy Armor provides more protection than Body Armor, but it 

is much heavier and requires motivator systems that help the wearer 
support the weight of the armor. The suits are powered by small ultra-
high efficiency fuel cells attached to each servo, with a sophisticated 
internal power-recycling system. This system permits the suits to 
go for long periods before requiring recharging (up to 6 months of 
typical combat duty).

These systems are susceptible to attack from Scramblers 
and electrical-based weapons. These weapons can knock out the 
actuator systems leaving the user immobilized or greatly slowed 
by the weight of their own armor. In addition, all Heavy Armor is 
environmentally contained, which protects the user from gas attacks 
and many hazardous environmental conditions.

Heavy armor is not affected by certain weapon types. Most 
archaic powder weapons and melee weapons do no damage to 
Heavy Armor.
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BODY ARMOR
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Cruiser MkII 2 24 16 8 24 16 8 7 10 20 5 20 0 0 3  c 3,400

Combat 1 3 36 24 12 12 8 4 9 25 15 25 15 30 0 3  c 4,900

Cub 3 36 24 12 27 18 9 9 20 15 20 15 20 0 3  c 5,100

Deflection (6 THR vs. lasers) 3 36 24 12 12 8 4 10 15 5 20 10 20 0 3  c 5,100

AKMB 4 48 32 16 15 10 5 15 35 35 35 25 15 0 3  c 11,800

Bio-2 4 24 16 8 36 24 12 8 25 5 35 5 0 0 3  c 12,400

Marauder 4 48 32 16 42 28 14 14 25 5 15 35 65 0 4  c 16,900

Protecon 4 36 24 12 33 22 11 10 85 10 50 25 30 0 4  c 15,500

Reflection (8 THR vs. lasers) 4 48 32 16 12 8 4 14 25 5 20 35 45 0 4  c 17,300

Bear 5 48 32 16 54 36 18 13 25 20 25 20 25 0 4  c 21,300

Combat 2 5 60 40 20 36 24 12 14 35 20 30 20 35 0 4  c 28,700

Generation 5 48 32 16 24 16 8 14 25 5 50 15 50 0 4  c 33,400

Opticon (8 THR vs. lasers) 5 36 24 12 15 10 5 13 20 5 30 35 45 0 4  c 16,200

Combat 3 6 72 48 24 72 48 24 18 40 25 40 25 40 0 4  c 57,400

Coral 6 24 16 8 39 26 13 10 30 5 80 25 10 0 4  c 39,200

Electrolyte 6 48 32 16 39 26 13 13 20 30 95 5 50 0 4  c 38,600

Grenadier 6 72 48 24 54 36 18 17 35 5 35 5 35 0 4  c 50,300

Kodiak 6 60 40 20 60 40 20 11 30 25 30 25 25 0 5  c 42,500

Spy Master 6 36 24 12 39 26 13 4 25 5 50 5 10 0 6  c 80,500
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ARMOR OPTIONS
Armor options are devices that are added to an armored suit to 

enhance the survivability or lethality of the soldier. Armor options are 
normally mounted inside the armor, under the protective outer shell 
and represented by the armor’s Threshold Rating. Modern armor has 
industry standard expansion chambers, called slots, built into the suit 
to hold a variety of standard sized-options. However, there are some 
that are must be built into the armor itself, making them difficult to 
install and remove. These "built-in" options are typically protective 
coatings or linings that must be applied to the armor's surface or 
sandwiched between the exterior shell and the absorption polymers. 
Built-in options are difficult or impossible to remove or transfer to a 
new armored suit once installed. Options that are installed into slots, 
however, can be transferred by any competent armorsmith. Typically, 
the cost of the option includes the fee for its initial installation.

The number of slots available in an armored suit depends on 
the Size Class of the wearer. The larger the wearer, the larger the 
armor, and the more slots for options it will possess. Each section of 
armor contains a specified number of slots into which options may be 
added. You can never mount more Armor Options than you have slots.

Slots & Spaces
Armor options are measured in A-Spaces, which is short for Armor 
Spaces.  Each A-Space takes up 1 slot in the armor. 

ARMOR SIZE CLASSES GREATER THAN 8
Even though characters can not exceed Size Class 8, some heavy 
armor and all mechanized armor is treated as being one or two Size 
Classes larger than its occupant. This means, if you get a Size Class 
8 Ram Python in a high-end suit of Mechanized Armor, he is treated 
as being Size Class 9 or 10 in the armor. An intimidating sight indeed!

RECORDING ARMOR OPTIONS
When purchasing Armor Options, you must record the location of 
each option in the armor diagram on your character sheet. First, 
check to see which sections can hold the type of Armor Option 
you’ve purchased. Some Armor Options must be mounted in 
specific locations, so be sure to check the Armor Options table or 
the description for the option your purchasing.

Second, make sure you have enough empty slots in that section to 
hold the Armor Option. Remember that many Armor Options use 
up more than one slot. Unless otherwise noted in the Armor Option 
description, the slots utilized by an Armor Option must all be in the 
same section. You can not divide an Armor Option across multiple 
sections of your armor unless the option’s description specifically 
allows for it.

Third, once you decide where your Armor Option should be, make 
sure to mark it on the Armor Option Diagram on your character 
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sheet. This is important because weapon hits that penetrate 
an armor section can damage or destroy Armor Options in that 
section.

Armor options that list – or 0 for Size do not occupy any slot and 
are not destroyed unless the section is destroyed or deliberately 
targeted, if possible (GM’s discretion).
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ARMOR OPTIONS SPREAD ACROSS MULTIPLE 
SECTIONS

Generally, you cannot divide the slots of an Armor Option across 
multiple Armor Sections, unless the description requires it or 
allows it as an option. A hit to any slot occupied by a multi-slot 
armor option disables the entire option, unless otherwise noted. 
Armor Options with a Size of – cannot be targeted directly and 
are only destroyed if the section they occupy is destroyed. Armor 
Options with a Size of 0 may be targeted or destroyed prior to the 
destruction of the section they occupy at the GM’s discretion.

If you don’t enjoy writing armor options with long names like 
Automated Weapon Mount or Combat Performance Upgrade 
on our armor diagram, we’ve provided a handy list of shorthand 
abbreviations for all the armor options in the appendix of this book.

RESERVED ARMOR OPTION SLOTS
Heavy armor has the first Armor Option slot in each section 
occupied by the Actuators that allow the user of the armor to move 
easily despite the weight. As a result, heavy armor always has one 
less slot available in each section than body armor of the same 
Size Class.

Mechanized Battle Armor (MBA) can be one or two Size Classes 
larger than the user. This can give it two additional slots in 
each section over a suit of Body Armor for the same Size Class. 
Unfortunately, the first and second slots in each section of MBA 

armor are occupied by the Actuators, so you don’t actually get any 
additional slots for Armor Options.

ARMOR OPTIONS – OPTIONAL RULES
DESTROYING ARMOR OPTIONS
You’ll notice that on the Armor Size Class table each Size Class 
has a particular die associated with it. For example, Size Class 1 
and 2 have a four-sided die (d4) noted in the “Location Die” row of 
the Armor Size Class table. In contrast, Size Class 7 and 8 have a 
ten-sided die (d10) listed.

We have included an example of an Armor Options sheet for a 
Size Class 1 or 2 armor. Note that each section has only 4 slots 
for options. If this were heavy armor, it would only have 3 slots 
available in each section as the Actuators would take up Slot 1 in 
each section.

Whenever an armor section suffers a 
hit from an attack that could destroy 
an Armor Option, roll the appropriate 
die for the armor’s Size Class and 
consult the Armor Option Diagram 
on your character sheet. Look at the 
section of the armor that was hit. If 
the number you rolled corresponds 
to a slot number with an Armor 
Option for that section, then that 
Armor Option is destroyed. If the roll 
corresponds to a slot number with no 
Armor Option listed, then the attack 
did not strike an Armor Option in that 
section.

EXAMPLE: Damage Type T.A. reduces 
SI in a section to zero. All Armor Options in that section 
destroyed. (Disintegrator, Metal Gun, or Exposure to a Corrosive 
Substance)

Losing Armor Options Summary
01. Weapon with Damage Type ‘-’ or Damage Type A does enough 

damage to exceed THR. (Aka Penetrating Hit)
02. Weapon or attack with a Damage Type T reduces ABS to 0 

or hits a section with 0 ABS. (Omega weapon or Concussion)

03. Armor fails ELE ECR (Thunderbolt Generator or Electrical 
Attack)

There are four types of attacks that can destroy an Armor Option, 
which are summarized below.

Armor Option Loss: Penetrating Hit

Whenever an attack with Damage Type ‘-‘ or Damage Type A 

SIZE CLASS
SIZE ROLL

1 1d4

2 1d4

3 1d6

4 1d6

5 1d8

6 1d8

7 1d10

8 1d10

9 1d12

10 1d12
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WEAPON DESCRIPTIONS
Weapon reviews and commentary are the copyright  

of Madd Mike’s Mercenary Catalog and reprinted here with  
their permission.

Weapons are a necessity to the 23rd Century warrior. They are his 
bread and butter, allowing him to react appropriately to the combat 
situation at hand. In the 20th Century, the rifle was the primary tool 
of the infantry solider. As armor technology improved, weapons were 
developed to bypass the protections that armored suits offered. In 
a continuing arms race, Flux Shields have swung the balance back 
over to defense, though we are beginning to see weapon systems 
developed that can bypass Flux Shields.

The current school of thought about what weapon combination 
to use in a team is mixed. The Alliance military clearly favors 
interoperability of ammunition and tried-and-true weapon systems. 
Corporate paramilitary organizations are pushing for a more diverse 
mix of weapons. Their reasoning is that there is probably a defense 
for every offensive, but no one individual has the space in their armor 
or the expense account to install them all. In theory, a team with a 
diverse mix of weapons should have one that can make short work 
of an armored target by exploiting a weak spot in their defensive 
systems. Of course, the fact that the Alliance is primarily concerned 
with fleshy alien horrors and corporate paramilitary forces are more 
concerned with armored mercenaries likely has some effect on their 
preferred weapons loadout.

"Incoming fire has the right-of-way."

MELEE WEAPONRY DESCRIPTIONS
Melee Weapons are weapons used in close combat to cut, stab, 

and bludgeon a target. Though modern melee weapons burn targets 
with plasma or crush them with Omega fields. Examples of melee 
weapons include clubs, plasma swords, knives, spears, and the like. 
The larger and heavier the Melee Weapon the more Actions required 
to swing it or stab with it.

Archaic melee weapons aren’t effective against Heavy Armor. 
They’re not great against Body Armor that’s edging close to the Heavy 
Armor class either. The biggest advantage with melee weapons is 
that they are quiet, don’t set off sensors when used, and many are 
lightweight and easy to conceal. They also carry light fines if you’re 
caught carrying one in the wrong place.

Unless otherwise noted, these weapons don’t affect Flux 
Shields, Heavy Armor, or anything with a Threshold Rating 
above 6.

MODERN HAND WEAPONS:
These weapons require manufacturing techniques of  

at least Tech Level 3. Some modern melee weapons are quite 
sophisticated, and many are capable of affecting Heavy  
armor normally.

These weapons generally use Weapon: Melee Skill unless 
otherwise noted.
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MODERN HAND WEAPONS: 
DMG Type-: ‘-‘ , ROF-D -: -, SI DMG: By Weapon

MODEL SIZE TL  COST
Chainsaw Std 3  c 450

Energy Mace Large 5  c 25,000

Phase Knife Small 7  c 50,000

Plasma Sword Std 5  c 12,500

Thwack'em stick SC8 Large 2  c 500

CHAINSAW

The favorite weapon of Phentari 1,000 years ago is making 
a big comeback today. Most Phentari signal their intent to attack 
by starting up the chainsaw, hoisting the weapon into the air, and 
lowering it slowly. Kinda melodramatic, but you know how the squids 
are. Most modern versions use electric or magneto-drive motors.

This weapon is unwieldy and reduces (penalizes) your Initiative 
Modifier by 5. The weapon carries enough power for 2 hours 
and can be used to cut down tree-equivalents. This weapon 
uses a Standard Pistol sized E-Mag. Strength bonuses apply.

ENERGY MACE

Designed by the Buddon Priests. The e-mace generates a 
spherical Flux Shield at the end of its 30 cm shaft. This weapon 
does tremendous amounts of crushing damage.

The Flux Shield used by this weapon means that all damage 
ignores Threshold Rating (DMG Type: T). This weapon also 
damages Flux Shields normally. This weapon uses a Standard 
Pistol sized E-Mag. 30 minute power supply, 20 min recharge 
time. Strength bonuses apply.

PHASE KNIFE

Designed as a weapon of last resort for those in heavy and 
mechanized armor and with large bank account balances. When 
Activated, the blade of the Phase Knife will pass through solid matter. 
The user activates the blade and thrusts it at their opponent. If they’re 
lucky and their opponent doesn’t have a phase nullification system or a 
Flux Shield, the knife will pass through the target up to the hilt. Once the 
hilt makes contact with a material object, the phase system deactivates 
and the blade solidifies inside the target. Needless to say, this does bad 
things to the armor and body tissue that is suddenly forced to share the 
same space with the matter in the blade.  These weapons are only good 
for one use, as once they de-phase inside a target, they’re permanently 
stuck and have to be cut free. 

The weapon ignores armor once it is Phased (DMG Type: S). If 
re-phased inside a solid object, the listed damage is applied to 
Absorption, Structural Integrity, and Body Points. The weapon 
will not penetrate Flux Shields. Manually activating the de-phase 
button requires 1 Action. This weapon uses the Micro Pistol E-Mag.

PLASMA SWORD

A plasma sword is the preferred weapon of the Eridani 
Buddon Priests. The blade generates a magnetic field to 
contain the super-heated plasma it uses to cut. When the sword 
is turned off, it is essentially a really expensive club. When 
activated, it is fully capable of affecting heavy armor and gives 
off quite a bit of light.

The weapon is powered by a special energy cell that lasts one hour 
and refreshes the plasma supply continually. Whenever the weapon 
does ½ of the target’s body points in damage, it slices through 
whatever it hit. Affects Heavy Armor and Flux Shields normally. This 
weapon uses a Standard Pistol sized Pulse magazine. 1 hour power 
supply, 20 min recharge time. Strength bonuses apply.

THWACK’EM STICK

This is a favorite of Ram Pythons. It is a club which is sized for 
a Ram Python although most Humans call it a tree in disguise. Most 
are highly decorated, and many also double as a musical instrument.

PRIMITIVE HAND WEAPONS
These weapons include spears, swords, clubs, and other primitive 

melee weapons. They can be manufactured from basic raw materials 
and/or some refined metal ores. They are all Tech Level 2 or less.

These weapons generally use Weapon: Melee Skill unless 
otherwise noted.

PRIMITIVE HAND WEAPONS: 
DMG Type: ‘-‘ , ROF-D: -, SI DMG: By Weapon

MODEL  SIZE* TL  COST
Axe (Hand) Small 1  c 10

Club Small 1  c 5

Doka Large 1  c 10

Dossien Small 2  c 10

Flail Large 1  c 20

Knife (Combat) or Bayonet Small 1  c 15

Knife (Small) Small 1  c 5

Muardig Std 2  c 700

Ptfang Std 3  c 70

Spear Std 1  c 5

Sword (Long) Std 1  c 55

Sword (Short) Std 1  c 40

Sword (Two-handed) Large 1  c 80

Toma SC 8 Large 1  c 500

* See Hand Weapon Action Table in the Combat chapter for details 
on the interactions of Size Class and Weapon Size. 
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You can’t be a Battlelords without some wheels (or treads). This chapter 
details some of the conveyances that members of the 23rd Century 
use to get themselves from place to place on a planet’s surface, 
as well as information about autonomous vehicles (aka drones).

VEHICLE, DRONE AND ULTRA ARMOR 
(HUMPTY) DESCRIPTIONS
Each Vehicle, Vehicle Archetype, Drone, and Ultra Armor has a 
table of key characteristics.

Cost: This is the vehicles cost in Alliance Credits (c). Missiles and 
ammunition are NOT included.
Refuel: Where present, this calls out the cost to refuel the vehicle 
once the vehicle has reached its maximum range or duration.
EU: When present, the number is the amount of Energy available 
per Combat Round for weapons.
Size: This is the vehicle’s SC. If you can’t find the SC modifier, subtract 
four from the vehicle’s SC and multiply by 5.
Length × Width × Height (L  ×  W  × H): This gives the vehicle’s 
largest dimensions. Note that the passenger area is always smaller 
and may be much smaller. For example, Hoppers typically have 
wings and a tail fin. Tanks usually only have a small space for Crew 
and the rest is armor, weapons, power plant, and fuel.
Weight (WGT): Approximate weight for the vehicle in Metric tons 
(T). The weight is with the vehicle empty.
Handling (HAND): This is a piloting bonus or penalty when 
driving this vehicle. Note that this includes any agility bonus that 
Humpties provide.
ECM: This is the vehicle’s ECM rating. See ECM rules.
ECCM: This is the vehicle’s ECCM rating. See ECCM rules.
Sensor (SEN): This is the vehicle’s sensor package. See sensors 
for additional details.
Endurance (END): This is the range the vehicle will go or how long 
it can operate. At Tech Level 3, the range is the typical measure. At 
TL4+ the fuel’s duration is typically in hours or days.
Accel/Brake/Max/Damaged MAX (A/B/Max/DMGD MAX): Values 
for acceleration (Accel) and braking (Brake), and top speed (Max),  
which is listed both in meters per second and in kilometers per 
hour.  The vehicle's top speed when damaged (Damaged Max) 
is also listed. Speeds, other than those in kph, are all given per 
Combat Round (2 seconds).

Crew (CRW): Minimum number of beings needed to operate the 
vehicle. See the vehicle description for any special requirements.
Passengers (PAS): Amount of SC4 beings that can accompany 
the crew. Add Crew and passengers for the maximum number of 
beings inside the vehicle during normal operation.
Cargo: Typical cargo in B Spaces and kg.
TL: Tech Level is a broad measure of technical sophistication
Threshold Rating (THR): The vehicle’s Threshold Rating. See 
Threshold rules.
Flux: The vehicle’s flux strength. Remember that personal flux 
shields cannot be activated inside any other flux shield.
SI: Usually a row containing the vehicle’s Structural Integrity by 
location. For drones, this is the Structural Integrity of the drone.
ABS: A row containing the vehicle’s Absorption by location.
Defense Mod: The defensive modifier for the vehicle. This doesn’t 
include any agility modifiers.
PDS: Projectile Defense System. PDS descriptions can be found 
in the armor chapter.

DRONES
Drones are semi-autonomous flying devices capable of VTOL 
available starting at Tech Level 3. In general, drones are 
moderately expensive and fragile. Take a deep breath before 
investing as you may watch a substantial sum of money go up in 
smoke. All drones contain a computer with a purpose built set 
of mission parameters and commands. Assume the computer’s 
stats are comparable to Integron (IQ: 80). Assume drones have a 
communications link with a 10 km range between themselves and 
any friendlies. They can also relay information from drone to drone 
in order to communicate beyond the 10 km range.

All drones listed here are TL 6 and A-Grav driven. Note that ducted 
fan based drones also exist (i.e., propeller based). Ducted fan 
drones swap a UV signature for propeller noise. The difference 
won’t matter where sensors are involved (i.e., no bonus or penalty 
to being detected by sensors) but may matter where life forms are 
attempting to spot the drone. 

Recharging drones is something that is typically assumed to occur 
during downtime and covered by the player’s company. Drone 
bays in vehicles and Humpties are assumed to be able to fully 
recharge a drone in 3 Combat Rounds (catch, recharge, launch).

“That’s an old Mark I Chieftain Ultra Armor private…  
and now you know why we call them Humptys.”

CHAPTER 9.0

VEHICLES
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VAN ARCHETYPE
 TL SC WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO

3 11 2 T 4.8 m × 2 m × 2.8 m 1 7 3 B, 200 kg (SC 3)

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END A/B/MAX/DMGD MAX

SP1 - - -20 400 km 6/12/78 (140 kph)/20

   T F FL FR R RL RR

THR 3HP SI - 120HP 120HP 60HP 60HP 60HP 60HP

FLUX 0HP ABS - 80HP 80HP 40HP 40HP 40HP 40HP

Vans are used for slow but steady vehicles that transport large 
objects or beings in a fully contained space (or optionally on a flatbed). 
Examples: large cargo van, 6-passenger van, 8-passenger van (just 
add some length), flatbed pickup truck, SWAT van, paddy wagon etc.

Conversion from Wheeled to Skimmer:
Endurance: 5 days, Accel/Brake/Max/Dmgd 
Max:  8/20/150 (270 kph)/10, TL:  4, THR:  2, SI  Front/
Rear:  80, SI  Left/Right:  40, ABS  Front/Rear:  20, 
ABS Left/Right: 10, Cost: c8,000.

Conversion from Wheeled to Hopper:
Sensor:  SP2 with 200  km range, Endurance:  5 days, 
Accel/Brake/Max/Dmgd Max:  16/30/220 (396 kph)/40, 
TL:  5 THR:  2, SI:  Front/Rear:  80, Left-Right:  40, 
ABS Front/Rear: 20, ABS Left/Right: 10, Cost: c40,000.

Variants:
Cargo:  Passengers:  1 (SC 8), Capacity: 36 B or 1.5 ton 
(SC 9)
Flatbed Truck:  Passengers:  1 SC 8, anything on the 
flatbed (approx. SC 9) can be shot if it is in the attacker’s 
line of sight.
Police:  Weight:  +0.1 Ton, Accel/Brake/Max/Dmgd 
Max: +4/+8/+10 (+18 kph)/20, Cost: +c5,000
SWAT: As Police but add ECM/ECCM: 25/25 (RNG: 200 m) 
Cost: +c2,000.
THR:  +2, SI  Front/Rear:  +40, SI  Left/Right:  +20 
ABS Front/Rear: +40, Left/Right: +20, Cost: +c1,000.

S.W.A.T. Skimmer

REGULAR SEDAN ARCHETYPE
 TL SC WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO

3 11 2.8 T 5 m × 2 m × 2.6 m 1 3 3 B, 200 kg (SC 3)

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END A/B/MAX/DMGD MAX

SP1 - - 0 400 km 6/10/120 (216 kph)/20 

T F FL FR R RL RR

THR 3HP SI - 100HP 100HP 50HP 50HP 50HP 50HP

FLUX 0HP ABS - 80HP 80HP 40HP 40HP 40HP 40HP

Use this vehicle to represent mid-grade and cheaper sedans. This 
archetype is a vehicle with room for 4, SC 6 individuals. The cargo 
variant represents a station wagon. Examples: a standard or run down 
rental car or taxi, a standard police patrol unit, etc.

Conversion from Wheeled to Skimmer:
Endurance:  5 days, Accel/Brake/Max/Dmgd Max: 
12/20/240 (432 kph)/20, TL: 4, THR: 2, SI Front/Rear: 40, 
SI Left/Right: 20 ABS Front/Rear: 30, ABS Left/Right: 15, 
Cost: c8,000.

Conversion from Wheeled to Hopper:
Sensor:  SP2 with 200  km range, Endurance:  5 days, 
Accel/Brake/Max/Damaged Max:  16/30/300 (576 
kph)/40, TL: 4, THR: 2, SI Front/Rear: 40, Left/Right: 20 
ABS: Front/Rear 30, Left/Right: 15, Cost: c40,000.

Variants:
Cargo: Passengers: 1, Capacity:  18 B or 500 kg (SC 10)
Compact Car:  Length:  4.5 m, Accel/Brake/Max/Dmgd 
Max:  4/8/+0/+0, Weight:  1.6 T, SI: Front/Rear:  40, SI 
Left/Right: 20 Cost: -25%
Police:  Weight:  +0.1 Ton, Accel/Brake/Max/Dmgd 
Max:  +0/+0/+10 (+18 kph)/+0, THR:  +2, SI:  Front/
Rear: +40, Left/Right: +20 ABS: Front/Rear: +40, Left/
Right: +20, Cost: +c1000

UTILITY VEHICLE ARCHETYPE
 TL SC WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO

3 11 2.9 T 5 m × 2.2 m × 2.8 m 1 3 3 B, 200 kg (SC 3)

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END A/B/MAX/DMGD MAX

SP1 - - 0 320 km 6/10/40 (72 kph)/20*

T F FL FR R RL RR

THR 5HP SI - 160HP 160HP 80HP 80HP 80HP 80HP

FLUX 0HP ABS - 80HP 80HP 40HP 40HP 40HP 40HP

This is a vehicle archetype used for wheeled vehicles that 
are intended to travel where there are no roads. It is also used for 
skimmers that are designed as a paramilitary transport similar to a 
van. Off-road Utility vehicles include army utility vehicles, rally 
vehicles, desert rally vehicles.
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Conversion from Wheeled to Skimmer:
Turret has 1000 EU per Combat Round, Weight: 8 T, 
Endurance: 5 days, Accel/Brake/Max/Damaged Max: 
8/16/200 (360 kph)/40, TL: 4, THR: 20 SI  Turret: 180, 
SI  Front/Rear: 400, SI  Left/Right: 100 ABS  Turret: 20, 
ABS Front/Rear: 60, ABS Left/Right: 30, Cost: c800,000.
No Hopper chassis.

Variants:
Armored Bank Truck: For the vehicle type, replace Infantry 
transport with Armored Bank Truck. Remove all weapons, 
Passengers: 0, Capacity:  36 B, Cost: c200,000.
Police: Remove the Missile Bay

VEHICLE EXAMPLES

CUDDA CLASS SKIMMER LIGHT TANK 
 TL SC WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO

4 15 26 T 6 m × 1.8 m × 2.8 m 2 0 3 B, 500 kg (SC 3)

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END A/B/MAX/DMGD MAX

SP5 40 40 0 5 days 8/14/240 (432 kph)/40

T F FL FR R RL RR

THR 3HP SI 2HP 4HP 4HP 2HP 2HP 2HP 2HP

FLUX 25HP ABS 3HP 6HP 6HP 3HP 3HP 3HP 3HP

The Cudda class is designed for recon missions and support in 

pacified areas. It doesn’t last long when on the front line due to the 
relatively low armor and Flux. It is, however, incredibly fast. 

Crew: 1 pilot and 1 gunner.
Weapons: Turret houses an S&M PCS, a coaxial Valley 
Green PMG, and a Heavy Missile Bay (10). 

Ammunition: Turret stores PCS rounds (30), PMG 
rounds (100). Integral Heavy Cannon Reloader stores 
PCS rounds (30), PMG rounds (100). 

Typical Drones: Sensor (10), Decoy (10)
Equipment: Cloaking Device, Camouflage Unit, +6 B 
available for options.

KARTAK CUDDA SKIMMER TANK 
 TL SC WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO

6 18 90 T 9 m × 2 m × 2.8 m 3 0 3 B, 200 kg (SC 3)

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END A/B/MAX/DMGD MAX

SP5 40 40 0 10 days 8/16/200 (360 kph)/40

T F FL FR R RL RR

THR 12HP SI 4HP 8HP 8HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP

FLUX 100HP ABS 4HP 8HP 8HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP

This is a Main Battle Tank designed for Pythonians.

Crew: 1 commander, 1 driver, and 1 gunner
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The spacecraft combat system included in this book is not meant 
to be a full-fledged, tabletop, space combat simulator. There simply 
wouldn’t be enough room in this book for that. More importantly, 
that’s not the focus of Battlelords. The space combat rules presented 
here are designed to keep the emphasis on the characters, their 
actions, and how those actions affect the outcome of the game. 
The space combat system closely mimics vehicle combat, which in 
turn mimics armored combat. Whether you’re driving a skimmer or 
flying an Eridani War Cruiser, the focus of the game is always the 
characters. Don’t let spaceships replace the team dynamic.

Gravitic Plating
All Alliance-made vessels feature gravitic plating that pulls 
everything towards the deck with 1g of gravity. In essence, the 
deck of a ship will always function as the floor as long as the ship 
has power.

SPACECRAFT IN COMBAT
Just as with terrestrial combat, in space combat, the opponents will 
start the battle at a certain distance apart, as determined by the 
Game Master. If a ship is accelerating, braking, has its Flux Shield 
up, or is actively scanning the area, its location will be immediately 
apparent. If the ship is using its ECM suite, you’ll know it’s in the 
area, but you won’t necessarily know where. Ships that are stealthy 
may be able to get quite close before they’re spotted. Sensor scans 
will be required to determine exactly what kind of ship you are 
dealing. The same also holds true for your ship. Sometimes “going 
dark” and shutting off your engines, Flux, EWS, and active sensors 
is the best way to survive an encounter. At other times, you may 
be able to make it to the safety of a nearby planet before the ship 
closes the distance. Assuming you can’t hide or get to safety, your 
only other options are to close the distance and attack or run.

If you run and the other ship is faster, it will always catch you. All 
you’re doing by running is buying your navigator time to get the 
Faster-than-Light (FTL) navigation programed into the computer. 
Unfortunately, programming the drive takes time, and the more 
complicated your course the more difficult you will be to follow. 
It’s therefore in your best interest to make sure the FTL route is a 
complex one, which takes even more time to program.

At the point of first contact, the GM will provide description of the 
ship’s class, speed, and direction. The GM will also tell you if the 
ship is using its Flux, active sensors, and/or ECM. The GM will also 
provide some sense of the “terrain.” Is it in open space or near 
a planet, star base, or ship graveyard? Is there an asteroid field 
or ion storm nearby? Assuming the faster ship(s) decide to close 
the distance and attack, the GM may allow for some role playing 
before setting the ships at the edge of attack range. i.e., Space 
Range Bracket 8 (SB 8)

ORDER OF EVENTS
Because the characters are working cooperatively to operate a 
machine, the order of their Actions is much more important. You will 
find yourself holding your Initiative far more often than in personnel 
combat. When fighting on a battlefield, if you hit the Sau-Bau with 
your rifle before your teammate does, it won’t matter much. However, 
shooting before the pilot shakes up a boarding party is vital, just as 
is waiting to shoot until your electronic warfare & sensors (EW&S) 
operator cuts through the enemy countermeasures. If your EW&S 
operator cancels out the opponent’s ECM, but the opposing EW&S 
operator acts before your gunner, they may have their ECM back up 
and running before your gunner fires. In that case, it may make more 
sense for your EW&S operator to hold their Initiative until after the 
opposing EW&S acts.

ORDER OF EVENTS
1. Ship Movement (fastest to slowest)

2. Character Actions (In order of Initiative, from lowest to highest)

3. Missiles fired last Combat Round impact

4. End of Combat Round, Cycle Repeats

The order of events in space combat is as follows: First, ship 
movement occurs, starting with the fastest ship and ending with 
the slowest ship. Second, the characters (both players and their 
opponents) take their actions in order for their Initiative, from 
lowest to highest as normal. If the engineer boosts the ship’s Flux 
Recharge rate, add the additional points to the ship’s Flux Shield 
Strength now. Attacks made by the characters, whether inside or 
outside the ship, are resolved during their Initiative, unless the 
weapon description states otherwise (timed grenade, missile, 
etc.). Finally, missiles that were fired during the last Combat 
Round, but not shot down, reach their targets. At this point, the 
Combat Round ends, and the cycle repeats.

CHAPTER 10.0

SPACECRAFT
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TRANSICRUISERS
Transicruisers do not have FTL capability so they are typically 
more like a shuttlecraft or fighter than a ship with staterooms. 
Transicruisers can get quite large and function like a ferry from a 
mining colony to the main world. The stat blocks for Transicruisers 
are typically like a vehicle’s stat block. 

F-18 GOLDEN EAGLE
 TL SIZE WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO SPARES

4 23 16 T 18 m x 11 m x 3.2 m 2 (SC 4) 0 0 1

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END

SSP3 40 40 40 15 days

ATMO A/B/MAX SPACE A/B/MAX ORBIT MOON FTL PT

24/40/2000 10/10/None 2.5 min 52 min 1.7 d

   F R FL FR RL RR

THR 16HP SI 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP

FLUX 100HP/25 ABS 2HP 2HP 2HP 2HP 2HP 2HP

The F-18 Golden Eagle Aerospace Superiority Fighter is 
designed to control the skies and space. It frequently escorts 
shuttles and the FireBird attack craft. It is essentially a big engine 
with a cockpit and some weapons. The plus side is that it can close 
in from extreme range and launch missiles then exit combat before 
it takes too much damage. Military ships with decent protection 
from missiles may fare well against a single fighter but will struggle 
against a squadron as they overwhelm defenses.

crew: One crew can pilot this craft, but a crew of two is preferred 
to manage engineering and/or weapons.

primary armaments & Defenses: CSAMS (2), Vulcan Lightning, 
Anti-ship missile tubes (8) on the wings

FA-17 FIREBIRD
 TL SIZE WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO SPARES

4 25 190 T 20 m x 12 m x 3 m 2 (SC 4) 0 0 1

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END

SSP3 40 40 10 15 days

ATMO A/B/MAX SPACE A/B/MAX ORBIT MOON FTL PT

24/30/2000 5/5/None 2.5 min 52 min 1.7 d

  F R FL FR RL RR

THR 16HP SI 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP

FLUX 100HP/20HP ABS 5HP 5HP 5HP 5HP 5HP 5HP

The FA-17 Firebird is a close support combat sled designed to 
take out enemy armor at close range. It is also used to take out 
turrets on capital ships.

crew: 1 Pilot and 1 Gunner.

primary armaments & Defenses: CSAMS, Vulcan Lightning (2), 
Anti-ship missile tubes (2) on the wings, Heavy Missile XL tubes 
(10) on the wings

UH-22 RIPLEY DROP SHUTTLE
 TL SIZE WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO SPARES

4 21 60 T 14 m x 9 m x 3.2 m 2 (SC 4) 0 Special 1

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END

SSP2 (125/65) 20 20 0 30 days

ATMO A/B/MAX SPACE A/B/MAX ORBIT MOON FTL PT

60/60/1200 5/5/None 6.3 min 66 min 2.2 days

  F R FL FR RL RR

THR 6HP SI 1HP 1HP 1HP 1HP 1HP 1HP

FLUX 75HP/5HP ABS 1HP 1HP 1HP 1HP 1HP 1HP

The UH-22 Ripley Drop Shuttle workhorse shuttle can fit in 
an Armored Infantry Skimmer inside the vehicle bay. In a pinch, it 
can deploy a typical light tank at the expense of missiles and close 
support weapons. It is a utilitarian flying wedge and any carried 
vehicle is loaded and deployed through the rear ramp. It can take an 
over watch role to support the vehicle, once deployed. There is no 
additional space for transporting troops, and any passengers must 
ride inside the APC or tank in the vehicle bay. On occasion, Ripleys 
are refitted for a modified HALO operation with soldiers jumping 
from the cargo bay in sealed heavy armor at extreme altitudes. The 
crew includes a pilot and weapons officer. This shuttle has wings 
that sweep into tail fins and spread to a full 9 m tip to tip. The cargo 
area is designed to carry an armored infantry vehicle.

crew: 

primary armaments & Defenses: CSAMS (2), Turret with mount 
for a PMG with storage for 1000 rounds, Plasma BC-Obliterators 
(2), Heavy Missile XL bays with 10 missiles (2)

YFB-ARMORED TRANSICRUISER SHUTTLE
 TL SIZE WGT L × W × H CRW PAS CARGO SPARES

4 14 20 T 5.1 m x 3.6 m x 3.2 m 2 6 0 1

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END

SSP1 (100/50) 20 20 20 30 days

ATMO A/B/MAX SPACE A/B/MAX ORBIT MOON FTL PT

50/50/575 8/8/None 6.5 min 66 min 2.2 d

 F R FL FR RL RR

THR 1HP SI 1HP 2HP 1HP 1HP 1HP 1HP

FLUX 5HP ABS 1HP 2HP 1HP 1HP 1HP 1HP

This example is typical of armored military shuttles. There are 
no frills with basic jump seats designed for people one Size Class 
smaller than advertised.

crew: 1 Pilot minimum.

primary armaments & Defenses: CSAMS (2)

mutzachans build all their ships on timar so they  

do not have to share their technology
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SAVIOR CLASS RESCUE CUTTER
 TL SIZE CLASS HULL CLASS WGT L × W × H

6 106 Corvette (0) 5600 T 68 m x 38 m x 9 m 

 CREW PASSENGERS CARGO SPARES

10-40 10 2 5

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END

SSP2 (125/65) 10 10 -40 80 days

ATMO A/B/MAX SPACE A/B/MAX ORBIT MOON FTL PT

120/160/1000 7/7/None 18 min 58 min 1.9 days

 F R FL FR RL RR

THR 6HP SI 6HP 6HP 6HP 6HP 6HP 6HP

FLUX 200HP/25HP ABS 6HP 6HP 6HP 6HP 6HP 6HP

This is a civilian ship that frequently gets dispatched to save ships in distress (e.g., a 
ship adrift in a shipping lane). The overall shape is basically a wedge, built around a massive 
engine cluster. The design makes the ship very fast, but pilots report the maneuverability 
suffers. The ship has three decks with a main deck, a partial lower deck, and a partial upper 
deck.

The main mission of this ship is actually to patrol space faring lanes for pirates and 
smugglers and to lend aid to ships having issues. When not on long-term patrol, they are 
dispatched as a rapid response ship capable of several types of missions including stabilizing 
a crippled ship, evacuating its passengers, or potentially towing it back to civilization should 
the damage be minor.

The ship is well armed by civilian standards; it is not designed for serious military 
engagements. When pressed into military service, it is typically performing in a 
reconnaissance role and crewed by Galactic Marines. The cargo space is re-purposed 
depending on the mission. Though the bay is left empty on patrols, the bay can quickly be 

loaded with extra cryo pods and repair materials when prepping for the rescue role. When 
used in a civilian search and rescue roll, the ship is usually staffed with extra mechanics and 
medical personnel.

The ship’s features include an entertainment center for the crew, an impressive 
emergency medical center and separate triage area, a small brig, a workshop, and a gym. 
There is room for 400 in cryo pod/sleeper tubes in the cargo bay. If running at capacity, the 
pods are used in sleeper tube configuration for very short journeys (i.e. typically 1 day or 
less). For anything longer, the evacuees will be put into stasis to avoid any issues due to food 
constraints. As with a standard sleeper tube, in an emergency, they will act as escape pods.

Crew: Captain/pilot, Co-pilot, Engineers (3), Medic, Gunners (4)
Complement: 10 Ship Operations crew, 30 marines, emergency damage control (EDC), 
or medical staff
Crew Stations: Bridge (3), Cargo Bay (2)
Compartments: Airlock (2), armory, bridge, captain’s dining hall, cargo bay – lower 
level, crew quarters – center, crew quarters – lower, crew quarters – upper, cryopods 
(400), engineering area, entertainment lounge, galley, fitness center, K-sat bay, medical 
bay, mess hall, pantry, restrooms (8), sleeper tubes (40) with cryostasis containment, 
staterooms (10), triage area, turret (4), vehicle bay, workshop
FTL Speed: 2 parsec per day
FTL Range: 152 parsecs with 8 parsecs emergency reserve
Provisions: Food for 40 days for 20 people (SC 8). The food is essentially one step above 
MRE level, with additional stored in the cargo hold for longer missions.
Primary Armaments & Defenses: SLAMS, Turret with Imperator (4), Phase Gates (2) on 
airlocks either side of the cargo bay
Vehicles and Humpties: Vehicle bay – Includes an armored transport craft designed for 
landing on a planetary surface.

Variants
Mythic class Infantry Transport: Reduce the size of the medical bay and triage area by 
half. The additional space is for storage of weapons and equipment. Infantry stay in Cryo 
until the destination is near. They are thawed, armor up, and then leave the ship.
Valkyrie class Infantry Dropper: Each of the cryo tubes is also a drop pod. The soldiers can 
be transported in stasis, then awakened when the ship makes orbit, just before the pod is 
ejected and takes a one-way trip to the planet’s surface.
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NIDAR-CLASS “CRAB” SALVAGE VESSEL
 TL SIZE CLASS HULL CLASS WGT L × W × H

6 222 Corvette (0) 8400 T 80 m x 50 m x 9 m 

 CREW PASSENGERS CARGO SPARES

10 10 40 3

SEN ECM ECCM HAND END

SSP1 (100/50) 10 10 -20 60 days

ATMO A/B/MAX SPACE A/B/MAX ORBIT MOON FTL PT

50/70/1000 2-4/2-4/None* 18 min 150 min 5 days

 F R FL FR RL RR

THR 4HP SI 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP

FLUX 50HP/5HP ABS 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP 4HP

*Note: Accel drops to 2 when fully loaded with Cargo.
This is technically a trans-atmospheric capable ship. That said, 

the ship’s specifications for grappling with large objects in space 
have destroyed the clean lines that would otherwise be expected 
from a ship that can enter and leave the atmosphere.

The ship is considered a small freighter class. The cargo 
hold has a clam shell roof and a drive-on ramp that can deploy 
from the “open mouth” front doors. There are two robotic arms 
operated from the transparent bubble command deck during 
space operations. The command deck is placed on the top of the 
ship, above the cargo bay, and has a transparent floor allowing 
the operator to view the claws when they are inside and outside 

the bay. It is normally covered by a blast shield to protect it from 
damage. The claws are used to wrangle parts from a salvage 
operation into the ship’s cargo hold and are what gives the ship its 
crustacean-inspired nickname. The landing pylons are equipped to 
grab a hold of a surface, when anchoring to a large salvage vessel or 
when mining asteroids. The cargo hold can carry up to 46 standard 
shipping containers when packed correctly.

The Nidar is infamous for its haphazard layout. This ship was 
built around the cargo bay, mechanical systems, and the bridge. 
Everything else was an afterthought by the designers and it shows.

crew: Captain/Pilot, Copilot, Engineers (2), Ship’s doctor, 
Gunner.

complement: Up to a total of 40 for typical operations.

crew Stations: Bridge (4), Cargo Bay (3)

compartments: Arm storage bay (2), bridge, cargo bay, galley, 
medical bay, mess hall, pantry, restrooms (3), showers, sleeper 
tubes (14) with cryostasis containment, stairs (2), staterooms 
(9), workshop (2)

ftL Speed: 1 parsec per day

ftL range: 50 parsecs with 10 parsecs emergency reserve

provisions: Food for 60 days for 40 people (SC 8). The food is 
one step above MRE level.

Spares: 3

primary armaments & Defenses: SLAMS, Turret with BC-
Maxinerator, Turret with Pacifier

Vehicles and Humpties: Vehicle bay – Includes a spacefaring 
cargo craft OR a trans-atmospheric cargo craft depending upon 
mission requirements, Vehicle bay – a large cargo skimmer for 
planetside operations.
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WHAT IS A MATRIX
Certain species possess the ability to harness power from the 
environment around them and from extra-dimensional sources. 
These species then take that power and manipulate it to achieve 
amazing results. Humans from the 20th century would have 
called these abilities psychic powers. Most civilized 23rd century 
individuals recognize these abilities as Matrices. Most notably the 
Mutzachans, Chatilians, and Zen Rigelns possess the ability to 
manipulate these energies into specific patterns to achieve almost 
miraculous results.

Each species appears to have an affinity for a specific set of results 
(e.g., healing). Mutzachans can manipulate raw energy. Chatilians 
focus on mental control, mental manipulation, and wave forms 
manifesting in sonic and space time fabric altering physics. Lastly, 
Zen Rigelns have the ability to manipulate energy into Matrices 
that are designed to rebuild cellular tissue on a molecular level. 
This allows them to literally heal wounds with a touch.

COMMON MATRIX ABBREVIATIONS

AoE: Area of Effect
Cont.: Continuous
EB: Energy Bracket
Gen. Skill: Generation skill
HTH: Hand-to-hand Skill Check
Lvl: Level
MC: Matrix Controller
MM: Matrix Manipulation Skill
Perm.: Permanent
PP: Power Point
PPC: Power Point Capacity
Time: Generation Time

ENERGY BRACKETS
Matrices are divided into numbered categories called Energy 
Brackets. There are nine Energy Brackets. The higher the Energy 
Bracket the more powerful the Matrices it contains. As characters 
add levels to their Generation skill, they gain access to higher 
Energy Brackets and can learn some of the Matrices they contain. 
See the Generation Skill Table for more information.

The number of the Energy Bracket corresponds to the number of 
Power Points a character must spend to generate a Matrix in that 
bracket. For instance, a 1st Energy Bracket Matrix requires one 
Power Point to generate. A 2nd Energy Bracket Matrix requires 
two Power Points to generate and so on.

All Matrix Controllers begin the game with at least one level of 
the Generation skill. With one level of Generation skill, the Matrix 
Controller can generate

Matrices from the 1st Energy Bracket which cost 1 Power Point 
each to generate.

ENERGY BRACKET TABLE
GENERATION LVL EB PPC INCREASE MATRICES REQ.

1 1 +1 20

2 2 +1 30

3 3 +1 -

4 3 +1 40

5 4 +1 -

6 4 +1 50

7 5 +1 -

8 5 +1 60

9 6 +1 -

10 6 +1 70

11 7 +1 -

12 7 +1 80

13 8 +1 -

14 8 +1 90

15 9 +1 N/A

DISCIPLINES
The organs of these alien beings that allow them to control 
and manipulate the forces of nature have evolved for specific 
functions. As a result, each species can only generate Matrices 
from their own discipline. Chatilians can only generate Empath 
Matrices. Mutzachans can only generate Energy Matrices, and 
Zen Rigeln can only generate Healer Matrices.

Anti-Healer Matrices, which can only be used by Tza Zen Rigeln 
Matrix Controllers, are marked with an asterisk.

the atlanteans decimated the mutzachan population millennia ago

CHAPTER 11.0

MATRICES
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The city was filled only with the dead and the soon-to-be-dead. My squad had gotten cut off in the retreat after one of those damn Demonant things was able to push a wave of 
grunts ahead of us. We un-assed from our vehicle just before the Demonant took it out and ran into a nearby building. We had been moving from building to building ever since. We finally 
decided to take shelter in one of the bombed-out skyscrapers when we had gotten far enough ahead of pursuers to catch our breath. We’d been here for the past half hour, but we knew 
they were coming. 

Jenkari methodically sweep a city after the defenders have been routed. We knew they’d be looking for survivors. The lucky ones get eaten. The unlucky ones get hauled off by the 
Scavs to who knows where. So… prudence dictated that we keep out of sight and on guard. Fortunately, it was a large city with densely packed and tall buildings. 

We were sitting in a 3rd floor apartment of a skyscraper that had the top half blown off. A huge pile of rubble in the street functioned as a ramp allowing us to get into the apartment 
through the north window. The building filled with a haze of acrid smoke and a constant stream of dust that fell from the ceiling like dry rain. I assumed it all was carcinogenic. Despite 
the Rigelns having cured that little cancer problem for humanity, I still didn’t want to get it. I reflexively checked the status indicators in my helmet HUD. Environmental Containment. 
Green (Intact). Sensors. Green (Passive). Commos. Green (LOS-only). Weapon Charge. Depressingly low. I could see the blinking tell-tale sensor in the upper right obsessively reminding 
me that I needed to swap the supplies pack in my Pulse rifle. 

I looked back out the north window for Tean-ney-giy. Teeny for short. The sky was filled with black smoke, and I could see evidence of multiple fires off in the distance. The eerie 
red-orange glow was getting brighter as this planet’s star dropped below the horizon. No signs of aircraft. No K-sats. The sounds of battle were sparse and far off to the west. The Keen 
was supposed to be outside scouting for enemy units, and Suwanda was covering the south side of the building. Last I saw Teeny, he was hanging from the balustrade of a partially 
collapsed pedestrian bridge across the street. I couldn’t see him, but I knew the little bat-eared S.O.B. was hiding out there somewhere. He was the only one in our group who could hear 
the Jenkari. Other than their scuffling through the debris as they anxiously searched for prey, they made no noise we could detect. Teeny with his bat ears could barely hear them when 
they got close. He said their infrasonic yells sounded like agonized screams. I’m kinda glad I couldn’t hear them. I could hear the Scavs though. That noise they make. Not so much a roar 
as constant hoarse exhalation. I don’t know if you’ve seen those old timey movies with the trains? The ones that move on two long metal rails? That’s what a Scavernauk Juggernaut 
sounds like. A deafening grumble that you don’t think will ever end. We could hear them off in the city. How could you not? Every time they found some poor unfortunate civvy, they’d 
make that noise to let the others know where the fun was. 

Ever since the retreat, Sarge was the one in charge. The LT was not tracking well after the fight, but I could see Doc was over in the corner of the room doing what he could for him. 
Getting your arm chewed off and having half your face blown off will do that to a guy. I wasn’t sure Lieutenant Alban would ever be the same. The BRIs were doing their job, but I think 
there was something more than physical that was lost when LT took the head wound. I looked to Sarge. I could see gears turning in the old Eridani’s eyes. Sergeant Yankor-Idan was no 
spring chicken, and this wasn’t his first time dealing with a cluster. He had an idea. In that basso of his he said, “Grak. Sarrzz. Gather up all the rebar you can find. Cut it free if you must. 
No shorter than 2 tark lengths.” He handed the Raazet his plasma knife. As the Python and the Raazet began to get up, he looked pointedly at Grak and amended, “Do it quietly.” The 
massive Pythonian nodded understanding. 

I looked at Sarge inquisitively. “They’re tracking us. Eventually a Scav will stumbled on us by accident or the Jenkari throng that has been following us will catch up,” he stated 
matter-of-factly. “I intend to draw them here and slow them down enough for us to make a push to the edge of the metropolis. Staying here is tashe-danne.” Well, I didn’t know if staying 
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here was akin to dishonorable suicide or not, but it certainly wasn’t conducive to long term survival. As the platoon Armorsmith, I’m just a glorified mechanic after all, but I figured the 
Sarge was probably right. The Sarge snapped me out of my thought as he barked the next order. “Ramirez. Tranquarrious. Take positions in the buildings immediately to the east and west 
of our position. Set up interlocking fields of fire centered on the north window of this room.” He pointed to make sure they got it. “Don’t get too entrenched. We’re going to need to bug 
out in a hurry. Make sure you have a route to the south side of this structure.” Then he looked at me and the Chatilian in turn. “Kwon. Brelak. Start setting the last of our claymores to 
face the north window. Kwon, if you can improvise something with those 40 mm grenades, do it. We don’t have the launcher anymore.” Yankor politely didn’t add the sentence, “I don’t 
know why in the name of Bleys the LT had us lugging that around, the damned idiot,” but I’m sure he was thinking it very loudly. 

The Raazet and Python returned stomping through a pile of discarded Yummies wrappers and Mad Jax cans on the floor. Each carried an armload of the long metal poles that up until 
recently had been used to reinforce the walls of this building. “Grak. Push them into the floor with the other end pointed to the window. Sarrzz. Cut the ends off at 45 degrees so they are 
pointed.” The Python grinned knowingly, showing his huge, sharp teeth. The Sarrzz buzzed contentedly in the knowledge that he would be recycling materials. 

The Eridani moved to the center of the room and stood on a piece of concrete from the floor above as a makeshift podium. “When the horde gets close, I will draw them here. They 
will rush in en masse. Those in front will be pushed onto our improvised pikes by the weight of those that follow. Once they push through, they will hit the claymores and then our IEDs. 
This should greatly diminish their numbers.” He looked at me, though this conversation is coming in though my helmet speakers. Beamed via tight beam transmission to everyone in the 
room. “Ramirez and Tranquarrious will pour fire into them from behind to keep them from backing out or moving around the building. The rest of the squad will move south at their best 
possible speed. Kwon make sure Ramirez and Tranquarrious know the plan. After they give the ‘Nids a good nispa, tell them to avoid further contact and catch up. Doc, get the LT ready 
to move. Let me know if Grak needs to carry him. I’m going to talk to Suwanda.” Sarge always used the Phentari’s full name despite the fact the rest of us just called him Tranq. I presume 
he was going to inform Suwanda about the plan. 

I moved to the window, scanned the vicinity, and looked to where Teeny had been clinging from the bridge. “Teeny? You there?” The Keen appeared on the side of the bridge. “I’m 
here. Are we to be drock fruit or the barbed spear used to pull it down?” I snorted. “Your analogy is more on point than you know.” The Keen responded, “Was that what you humans refer 
to as… a pun?” I snorted again. The Keen love their word play. I confirmed Teeny had eyes on Ramirez and Tranquarrious and brought them all up to speed on the plan by bouncing my 
comm beam from Teeny to our two snipers. During my conversation, I could hear Grak pushing the rebar into the floor behind me. Probably using nothing but his gauntleted hands in an 
effort to keep the noise to a minimum. “I am in full understanding of the Swordsaint’s proposal,” was all I heard from the Phent. His speech patterns were as good a fingerprint and even 
if the HUD hadn’t identified the speaker, I could have picked him out of a crowd of lecturing squids with my eyes closed. “Got it,” said Ramirez. 

Once the star dropped below the horizon it got dark quick. The canopy of smoke blocked out all-star light, and the intervening buildings blocked much of the illumination the fires 
elsewhere in the city would have provided. As much as I didn’t want to be sniper bait, I stayed close to the window so Teeny could relay messages to me via tight beam. No one in the 
group had a K-sat we could use to relay the transmission, so we were stuck playing a game of preschool telephone. Fortunately, most horde members, other than guillotines, did not have 
the patience for sniping, and the layer of hot smoke over the city would provide me with some cover. At least in visible and hopefully in IR. 

I hear Teeny over the comm. “Three Flutters. Heading this way.” I looked at sarge. He was sitting across the room in an Eridani position of mediation. His helmet bobbed up, so he 
could look at me, and then he nodded once in acknowledgment. I heard him say, “Scouts.” “Three scouts,” Doc added. Doc’s meaning was clear. Three Flutters in such close proximity 
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meant they had airborne Jenkari to spare, which meant they had a lot of Jenkari in the nearby mob. “Shit.” I must have said it out loud because I heard Grak chuckle in that Pythonian way 
that sounds like rocks grinding together. Then we heard it. A low, warbling, rumble you could feel in your bones. Transmitted through the walls and floor of the structure into your armor. 
I didn’t need to look at the readout from the passive audio sensors to know it was a Demonant. Double shit. Sarge stood up and walked to the window. “Stick to the plan. If it fails, head 
south. We will lose commo soon,” he said. “The rest of you head to the rear of the building. I will wait here to draw them in.” We all got up, and I helped Doc with the LT. Sarrzz led the 
way, flying at my eye level, with Brelak following behind us. I looked over my shoulder and saw Grak standing next to Sarge. I could tell by the tilt of his head that he was asking Yankor a 
question on a private channel. I saw him nod, his shoulders hunch, and he turned to follow us. I must have been slowing to watch because I heard Brelak say, “Move your ass, breeder.” 

We moved down a long corridor to the south side of the building. Doc put the LT down in a corner. Brelak took up a position opposite Suwanda watching south. I peeked around the 
corner to watch Sarge as well as I could through the constricted view offered by the hallway. He was standing in front of our stake wall. It looked like an angry robot porcupine had been 
partially buried in the floor. Grak and Sarrzz had been thorough. The rumble came again. Closer. That distorted throaty moan that sounded like a whale song only two octaves lower and 
played back on a malfunctioning device. It was close enough that it shook more dust from the ceiling, which was falling like snow now. I turned to look back at Sarge. He hadn’t moved, 
but I could see a creepy purple-pink fog starting to fill the streets from the west. Damn, it was close. I watched Sarge walk through the window to the top of the rubble pile. He would be 
exposed both ways down the avenue. He drew his plasma sword and activated it, engulfing the blade in a magnetic bubble of superheated ions. It shown like a red signal flare. He turned 
to face west, lofted the burning scimitar above his head, and bellowed an Eridani war chat. “Natcha te demen. Knoct dah vjar.” I knew the words. Roughly translated it meant something 
like, “Come to die. I know not death.” An oath that the Eridani would not stop until his opponents were dead, and that even if slain, his spirit would continue to wage combat against the 
enemy. I didn’t put two and two together then, but in hindsight, I realize Sarge had no intention of making it out of that city alive. 

The response was not long in coming. The sound of hundreds of clawed feet slamming onto the rubble strewn pavement like a stampede. The Jenkari were coming. The hiss of 
interference was now noticeable from my helm speakers. I thumbed down the volume a bit. Commos would be utterly useless soon with that damn tentacled monstrosity creeping 
around nearby. If the Intel reports were to be believed it couldn’t be farther away than 50 m at this point based on the amount of interference we were getting on the comms. I looked 
back down the corridor, toward the north window. Yankor had begun slicing up the first few Jenkari that made it to his position. The sound of the stampede was growing louder and pieces 
of rubble the size of Omegaton grenades were being shaken loose from the structure. I was really hoping the whole thing wouldn’t come down at this point; at least it would be a quick way 
to go. When I looked back, Sarge had moved behind the rebar shafts. Beams from lasers and small yellow comets of pulse weapon fire were coming through the window. I don’t know how 
he got to the other side so fast. He was hacking up any Jenkari trying to make it over or around the spikes. There were more coming. A lot more. The good news was that it was going to 
be hard to shoot at the Sarge without hitting each other so the Jenks will probably stick to biting and clawing. There was no way I could get a shot off without possibly hitting the Sarge. 
Suddenly the whole of the Jenkari horde tried to jam its way through the 2 m x 4 m window all at the same time. Sarge turned and ran down the corridor toward me. The Jenkari in the 
front were pushed on the lethal spikes of rebar. One after another after another, until they looked like a giant’s shish kebab. Once the spike’s lethality was neutered by the mass of bodies 
impaled upon them, the Jenks started to flood over the top of their dead comrades and right into our claymores. There was a thunderous boom and bright flash of light. My visor and audio 
relays automatically dimmed and dampened respectively. The claymores had killed or fatally gored every Jenkari I could see. It was a wall of dead bodies floor to ceiling. The force of the 
blast had wedged the mass of corpses between the ceiling and spiked filled floor. The Sarge stopped and turned to see his handiwork. The wall began to shudder. Taloned hands could be 
seen pushing between dead Jenkari and bodies were pushed or pulled out of the barrier of dead grunts. The rest of the horde was pushing through. They weren’t stopping just because a 
few score and been obliterated. Sarge turned and started sprinting down the corridor, yelling, “Why the fratz are you still in the building?” 

 I turned to look south. Sarrzz and Brelak were already a hundred meters down the street. Suwanda was helping Doc get the LT down the pile of rubble that served as our egress 
ramp on this side of the building. They were nearly at the bottom. How long had I been watching Sarge? I looked north again. Sarge was nearly down the hallway that ran the length of 
skyscraper. I looked past him and saw dozens of Jenkari burst through the impediment of their fallen brethren. I yelled, “Get down!” to Sarge, and he dove to the floor. As the Jenks 
attempted to flood down the corridor after us, they wouldn’t have been able to all make it through the door, forcing them to either side of the door to await their opportunity to enter. 
This also conveniently would put them on top of the belt of eleven high-explosive grenades from our grenade machinegun, which I had converted into an improvised explosive device. 

When the IED went up the concussive shockwave from the explosion knocked me off my feet. Explosions, like water, follow the path of least resistance and though most of the blast 
filled the apartment and went out the north window, some of it shot down the connecting corridor. Fire must have shot out every window on the 3rd floor. My ears were ringing, even with 
the hearing protection offered by my helmet. Over the tinnitus, I could hear the warning tones from my helm speakers indicating that my armor had been damaged. Nothing felt broken 
and nothing hurt… yet. Another tell-tale indication was that my auto-doc had administered a BRI, so I probably had injuries of which I wasn’t yet aware. I hauled myself up to my hands 
and knees and crawled to the edge of the hallway door. There was sarge, lying face down in the hallway, with his gauntleted hands covering his helmet. He slowly dropped his hands, 
looked up and me and smiled? “How the hell did you not get shot out of this passageway like a cannonball?” I asked. Without reply, he got to his feet and turned to look behind him, back 
toward the window. There was nothing left that could be considered a body. Just body parts, scorched walls, and burnt offal. The building shuddered violently. The blast had compromised 
what was left of its structural integrity. “We need to get out of here!” I shouted. 

As Sergeant Yankor-Idan began to answer, he was interrupted by a booming, deep-toned, roar from outside the building. I instinctively covered my ears, even though I was wearing 
a helmet. As the roar subsided and over the whine of ringing ears, I could hear glass raining to the ground for blocks around. Had the creature’s roar actually shattered the windows? It 
was the Demonant, and it was pissed. Simultaneously Yankor and I both looked at each other and then back at the north window. Four tentacles, as wide as a Ram’s waist burst through 
the window causing the window frame to buckle outward as the pressure from the tentacles expanded it beyond its limits. The writing mass of four snake-like appendages, stopped in 
unison and snapped with inhuman speed to point at Yankor. I saw the tip of each tentacle glow bright for a split second before I tried to turn away and dive for cover. I wasn’t fast enough. 
The corridor was filled with actinic light and as I jammed my eyes closed against it, I could see the dark silhouette of the Sergeant in the middle of the corridor bathed in the livid energy 
and his outline was crumbling away like leaves ripped of a tree in a hurricane. I remember thinking that he probably doesn’t even know he’s dead yet. We have such weird thoughts in 
high stress situations. 
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My face and upper body burned like I had been dipped in lava. By the time my reflexes took me around the corner, my visor had darkened to an opaque state. I blinked the tears 
out of my eyes and tried to focus. As my vision cleared, the first thing I saw was my HUD was reporting a loss of 90% of the absorption polymers in my helmet, torso, and arms. The 
tell-tale also showed a second BRI had been administered. It was accompanied by the caution tag, which if I selected, I knew would tell me that administration of additional BRIs today 
was contraindicated. It felt like I bounced half a meter off the ground as the building shuddered and dropped underneath me. It was not the long plunge I was expecting, but I knew the 
building was coming down. 

I scrambled on hands and knees toward the hole in the south wall, lost my footing, and began to tumble down the rock pile outside the building. After flipping more times than I could 
count, I came to an abrupt, jarring stop as I got wedged between two boulders. The impact knocked the wind out of me. As I inhaled convulsively, trying to get the air back into my lungs, 
the thing roared again. It wasn’t done, and it was coming for me. I pushed myself out from between the rocks. I could see right down the crosshatched structure of the leg armor on my 
thigh that’s supposed to sit under the absorption layer of my armor. Running on empty. No absorption remaining in that leg. I looked down the road running south. The others are nowhere 
to be seen. I didn’t blame them, I’d be under cover already, too. I’m sure Suwanda and Sarrzz were out there somewhere covering me, but I didn’t have to look for them. I scrambled down 
the rockpile as fast I could. The roar came again.

I turned to see the thing literally forcing its way through the building. Beams of electrons and plasma fire bursting through the south wall of the skyscraper’s remains to create 
a hole. “You have got to be kidding me!” I yell at the sky. I heard Grak over the commo yell, “Keep moving!” In a much calmer voice I hear Tranq state nonchalantly, “The Python has a 
plan.” As I heroically fled down the street searching for cover, I saw Grak on the west side of the street with his Omega weapon and Tranq on the east side of the street with our sole 
remaining “Little Dickens” recoilless Pulse cannon. Sarrzz is standing by him with unpacked reloads stacked in a line. I dive to the dirt next to them. Sitting in the doorway is Brelak. The 
Chatilian has his eyes closed and was clearly in the process of generating a Matrix. Without opening his eyes, he pointed at the plasma cannisters for the recoilless and said, “They’re 
only marginally effective against the Demonant, but they’ll work exceedingly well against the structural weak points on the building that Sarrzz has identified.” I turn back to look at the 
crumbling edifice. Sure enough, Sarrzz had tagged four stanchions that supported the overhang created where the 3rd and higher floors extended beyond the boundaries of the lower 
two floors to create a shaded area. In my HUD, they were highlighted a bright target-red. “Also, you’re an idiot.” the Chatilian added. I rolled onto my back and looked across the street. 
Ramirez was with Grak. They were ready to hook their power packs up to the lizard’s Omega weapon when his ran dry. Ramirez saw me and gave me a sloppy salute as he bounced in 
place excitedly. “Where is Suwanda?” I asked. “Scouting ahead. Further South,” Sarrzz said as he looked over his shoulder. “Where is Teeny?” Grak answered for him, “Didn’t make it.” 

The Python yelled “NOW!” and I saw the highlighted support pillars pulse red in my HUD. The big lizard-alien began to fire his Omega weapon as fast as he could pull the trigger. 
Thud. Thud. Thud. I can feel the concussion from across the street. To my right, I heard the thwewp of the plasma charge being launched out of the tube. It impacted with a loud crack, a 
yellow-white flash of light, and an audible sizzle. Sarrzz reloaded quickly, but they couldn’t keep up with Grak. They made up some time when Grak stopped while Ramirez swapped out 
power packs. I could see one pillar had been obliterated and two others were fractured. A tentacle burst from the building and began swinging from right to left looking for a target. I 
looked at the asparagus head. “Now?” “Not yet,” he responded. “Draw it out.” I moved to a burnt-out skimmer further south, took position directly behind the power plant, and began to 
take shots at the serpentine tentacle with my Pulse rifle. The tentacle stopped waving through the air and pointed at me. A beam of electrons shot from the tentacle like a lightning bolt. 
My left leg spasmed and went numb. My HUD reported multiple system failures. “I think I got its attention.” I said to no one in particular. 

I peeked over the wrecked skimmer, which is now visibly steaming and white hot in a few spots. The creature broke through the south side of the building. The static in my ears 
grew louder again, and that purply fog rolled out of all the 3rd floor windows and cascaded to ground level like a waterfall of evil spirits. Its head was full of eyes snapping back and forth, 
up and down, like a cat looking for a lost mouse. Grak yelled, “Pour it on!” The creature fixated on the repeated thunderclaps of Grak’s Omega weapon as he hammered at the support 
structures. One of the upper tentacles pointed at Grak and with a flash he was gone. Just gone. Nothing left. Ramirez just stood there stunned. I yelled into the team comms channel, 
“Vehicle disintegrator! Take cover!” but all I got was an ear full of static for my trouble. 

Then without warning the creature began to flail wildly. All four of its tentacles whipping spasmodically and its head searching in every direction. I looked over at Tranq to see if he 
knew what was going on and I made eye contact with Brelak. The little shit was smiling, quite contented with himself. He pointed at the Demonant and then covered both his eyes with 
his hands for a moment. He had blinded it! The little turd blinded the damn thing. The report from the Little Dickens snapped me out of my momentary celebration, and I followed the path 
of the shot to the building. The last pillar was a light with yellow-orange flares. There was a loud crack and rocks were catapulted from the pillar as it snapped and fell. I turned to look 
again at the panicked Demonant, and I saw the building above it shudder. Dust shot out from under each floor of the building in great plumes and then it began to collapse. Floor after 
floor, like a colossal chef was dropping pancakes, one after another, onto a serving plate. I saw the creature’s head and tentacles whip skyward as the building’s weight snapped its body 
violently downward and crushed it. The ground rolled almost like a wave, and I felt it push up on the soles of my armored boots. The creature was obscured by a huge billow of debris and 
dust pushed out from the collapse. Through the purple-tinged dust cloud, I could see the electric violet of the creature’s mechanical eyes dim and fade. The static in my ears faded, and 
I could hear Ramirez cheering and whooping. The Phentari tossed the Little Dickens to the ground. I looked at Sarrzz and saw the last reload tube was empty. That was their last shot. 
Before the panic bile started to rise up in my gullet, the Phentari calmly said, “We should continue south once again.” He turned and started walking. Sarrzz flew by him. Ramirez looked 
to where Grak had been standing, looked at me, and then turned to start walking. A few blocks down, we see Doc and Suwanda loading the LT into the back of a cargo skimmer. Suwanda 
looked up and said, “I found us a ride.” He looked me up and down, clearly inspecting the gaping holes in my armor, noting my limp, and my burned face. Without any humor in his voice 
he said, “Kwon can drive. She hasn’t done anything all day.” 
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HAL is an acronym that stands for Hostile Alien Lifeforms. It will 
be used throughout this book to refer to the many creatures which 
inhabit its pages. Most of the statistics presented for HALs will be 
recognizable from character generation, but a few new statistics are 
detailed below. Some familiar statistics have been expanded upon 
to deal with the diverse lifeforms cataloged within these pages.

All HAL statistics are subject to change and modification by the 
Game Master. You’ve been warned.

NAME
This entry indicates creature’s common name. Military 
designations or nicknames commonly used by Galactic Armed 
Services personnel will be listed in parentheses.

SPECIES OVERVIEW
ORIGIN
This G-TAG entry indicates the creature's point of origin, which is 
typically a planetary body. HALs whose point of origin have yet to 
ascertained will be designated as “Unknown." Creatures that are 
artificially created will have an origin listed as “N/A." Personnel 
who encounter creatures away from their Origin listing should 
expect ARM involvement.

G-TAG CLASSIFICATION
G-TAG is an acronym for Galactic Armed Forces – Threat 
Assessment Guide (G-TAG). The G-TAG is a catalog of hostile alien 
lifeforms, sentient and non-sentient, compiled for the troops in 
the Galactic Armed Forces. This information is compiled by brave 
Alliance xeno-biologists from the Biological Catalog Agency (BCA) 
who often risk life and limb to locate, catalog, and analyze Hostile 
Alien Lifeforms reported by ARSAP teams and Galactic Armed 
Forces personnel. The Alliance armed services provide a stripped-
down version of G-TAG with all the classified information removed 
to whoever is willing to pay for it, in order to promote public safety. 
The cost for an electronic version of the G-TAG is 50 credits. 

Each potentially hostile creature cataloged by Alliance xeno-
biologists and xeno-botanists is assigned a G-TAG classification, 
which is displayed in the catalog by an alphanumeric code. By 
referencing the code, a soldier viewing the G-TAG database can 
quickly determine the creature's body shape, habitat, size, and 
other information.

SALE PRICE
The base price per specimen in Alliance credits, for those HALs 
that the Anarchist Rebellion Movement (ARM) markets. Prices are 
estimates based on Alliance intelligence reports and vary depending 
on local market conditions, frequency of Alliance patrols near the 
creature's origin and distribution points, and other factors. If the 
creature is not sold by ARM, this entry will list N/A.

“Uncle Ernie loves ya’, baby!”
-Stenciled on the outside of the drop-pod  

that contained the creature known as  
The Killer of planet Beta Typhonus.

THREAT LEVEL
The Threat Level is an absolute scale from 1 to 9 or more, with 
one representing a creature that is relatively easy to subdue, and 
nine or above being your worst nightmare! Whenever possible, a 
description of the suggested armor type and weapons required to 
slay or subdue the creature is given for each Threat Level. Alliance 
military personnel often point out that the Threat Level assigned 
to a creature is often inaccurate in their opinion and totally useless 
in determining what threats the creature actually possesses and 
how to defend against them.

IDENTIFICATION MODIFIER (ID MOD)
There are some aliens that everybody in the Alliance has seen or 
at least heard of in passing. There are others that are so rare or 
obscure that you’d have to be a highly trained xeno-biologist to have 
a chance of identifying them. Each creature has an Identification 
Modifier, which indicates how easy or difficult it is to identify. 
Creatures with positive Identification Modifiers are very well known 
throughout the Alliance and/or easily identified. Creatures with 
negative Identification Modifiers are obscure, hard to identify, and/
or rarely seen by the citizens the Alliance. The skill used to identify 
the creature is listed in parentheses to the right of the Identification 
modifier (see Making an Identification Check for more information), 
though Characters can also attempt to identify a creature by making 
a Terrestrial Knowledge check with the listed penalty.

VITAL STATISTICS
Most HALs possess the same eight Vital Attributes that characters 
have. If a HAL doesn’t possess a particular attribute, it will be 
marked with "N/A."
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THE ALLIANCE
Though the Alliance started out as a simple mutual protection 
treaty between a few allied species, it eventually grew into the 
governing body of the allied worlds. The Vision of Eight, the ruling 
body of the Mutzachan species, came up with the idea for building 
a union of allied species a millennium before the Humans had 
even thought about building pyramids in Egypt. As the Alliance 
expanded, new member species were not enticed by just the 
promise of military force but by the exchange of technology, 
cultures, and ideas through open trade. Along with this exchange 
of information and goods also came a uniform system of laws for 
resolving disputes between the member nations. Eventually the 
Vision of Eight suggested forming a governing body to oversee the 
Alliance, so that they could focus on finding and cultivating new 
members. Modeled on the Mutzachan’s high counsel, the Council 
of Timar was formed to guide and govern the Alliance.

There are eight members in the Council of Timar, with each 
representing one aspect of the Alliance government. The President 
is in charge of the executive branch of government and holds one 
seat on the Council. The Ward of State is second in command of 
the executive branch and manages the day to day affairs of the 
executive branch.

The legislative branch has representatives from each of the 11,957 
worlds. It passes laws and is headed by the Chief Legislator. This 
position is currently filled by Bandal Ashhid who is Chatilian. The 
Administrative Branch is headed by a competent Gen-Human 
named Melissa McCoy. The head of the Financial Accounting 
group is the Chatilian, Atish Surtam. These four members make up 
the elected half of the council. McCoy is the longest sitting council 
member of the elected four and is in her fifth term.

The second half of the counsel is made up of appointed 
members. These council members are not elected but appointed 
by the elected members. This eliminates any chance of these 
council members feeling beholden to the electorate and reduces 
the chance of bias of any one political party. The first of the 
appointed members is the Truthseeker Supreme, who is in 
charge of the judicial branch of the Alliance. The judicial branch 
is the law-interpreting body of the Alliance and is overseen by 
seven members who sit on the Board of Truth to adjudicate 
matters of great import. The Truthseeker Supreme is currently 
the aloof Zen Adjuar.

The next appointed member is the head of the Galactic Police force. 
A tenacious and detail oriented Human named Georgy Kuznetsov. 
The Defense Group, which is in charge of the Alliance military, is 
presently headed by irascible General Gar of the Python Republic. 
The final branch of the appointed members is the Science & 
Medicine directorate, which is currently run by Zen Piclifer.

Council members serve 5 year terms, with appointed members 
serving a maximum of three terms and elected members serving 
a maximum of five terms. An appointed member can be ousted by 
a unanimous vote from the other council members. Most Council 
members have a second in command, much like the President’s 
Ward of State, who is responsible for running their branch while 
they attend to Council duties.

The Council of Timar meets in New Washington, on the artificial 
world of New Terra in the Germinga system. The Council must vote 
to enact galactic-wide laws proposed by one of the branches of 
government or to arbitrate disputes between nations. Only issues 
that extend beyond the scope of a specific branch or intrude on 
the purview of another branch are subject to vote by the Council 
of Timar. The President receives two votes regardless of the 
content of the measures being considered. The council member 
whose branch is most closely tied with the issue being voted on 
also receives two votes. The Council has the right to vote on any 
new law, ordinance, or rule proposed by a branch of government. 
Generally it only deals with multi-branch issues or those issues 
which affect every aspect of the Alliance, such as civil rights or 
trade laws. A unanimous vote by the Vision of Eight can veto a 
decision made by the Council of Timar, but the Mutzachans have 
never exercised this power.

TECHNOLOGY
TECH LEVELS
The technical development of any colony planet for commercial 
profit is strictly regulated by the Galactic Development 
Administration (GDA). The amount and type of technology that can 
be sold to any planet is subject to a multitude of governmental 
constraints. The Hickerson Report, a controversial document 
written on the evolution of colony planets, asserts that all species 
evolve technologically at an accelerated rate compared to their 
emotional progression when subjected to outside influence. The 
paper focuses on the progression of those societies who were 
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provided superior technology to advance their civilizations, as 
opposed to those societies that were left to develop on their own. 
The project scientists concluded that the vast majority of cultures 
who received outside interference during their natural evolutionary 
processes were much more likely to commit genocide within their 
own species. These cultures were ten times more likely to use the 
provided technology for the purpose of war and other atrocities. 
Because of this, the GDA sets up the regulations to prevent the 
exploitation of colony worlds by the mega-corporations. Any 
attempt to import materials not specifically sanctioned by the 
Galactic Development Administration may result in fines or 
imprisonment. Consequently, many civilizations in the galaxy 
reap the fruits of technological advancement while others remain 
entrenched in the Stone Age.

WHERE IS MY POST-HUMAN FUTURE?
The “post-human” future envisioned for humankind in the early 
21st century never materialized. One-hundred and fifty years after 
contact with our first alien species, humanity is still not uploading 
their consciousness into computers or eliminating material 
scarcity by building whatever we need using nanomachines. There 
are several reasons the imagined technological singularity we 
predicted for ourselves never happened.

When the Mutzachans warned humanity about the risk of 
extinction at the hands of the Aknar-Ryn (aka Arachnids), our 
focus changed from living forever to just living. As humans used 
the FTL technology of the Alliance to spread throughout the 
cosmos, they were either greeted with amazing technological 
colonies that addressed their every need or spartan and remote 
frontier worlds where survival was a struggle. In either case, the 
desire to upload one’s consciousness into a computer or robotic 
body in order to become effectively immortal faded.

Moreover, when the Zen Rigeln made it clear to us that 
multiple species who were far more technologically advanced 
than humanity had tried and failed to achieve true digital 
consciousness, it was disheartening to those researching in that 
field. This disappointment was offset by the realization that the 
Zen could heal nearly any wound or injury and even grow you a 
new body. As long as your brain was intact, you were already 
effectively immortal. Furthermore, the Zen had pioneered 
memory backups, though they weren’t digital and they weren’t 
perfect.

In essence they grew an exact copy of your brain and filled it with 
your memories from the same period in which it was duplicated. 
Maintaining the duplicate brain was an expensive proposition, 
and it only served as a snapshot of that person at the time the 
copy was made. It could not be updated without growing a new 
brain. The constant rewiring of the brain meant that the physical 
structures had as much effect on who you were and how you 
behaved as your memories. This is one of the reasons the Zen 
knew a functional and active digital consciousness that could grow 
was such a difficult proposition. The brains of most species in the 

Alliance function in much the same way as the brains of Humans. 
In theory, you could upload your consciousness into a computer, 
but it would either be an unchanging, stagnant copy of you, or if 
capable of change, it would quickly grow into something that was 
not you. The Mutzachan’s ban on true artificial intelligence made 
the prospect a moot point anyway. The penalties for developing a 
true artificial intelligence (AI) are severe.

Similarly, the Mutzachan’s ban on the development of 
nanotechnology also destroyed any hope of humanity 
developing a society where money became obsolete, and 
anything you ever wanted could be built at the atomic level 
by sub-microscopic nano-assemblers. Given the horror of the 
Atlantean menace, it’s no wonder the Mutzachan’s advised 
caution. The result is that even in the future, we still use 
money, and scarcity is still a very real and very relevant issue 
for economics. Unfortunately, the division of society along 
monetary lines is still a troublesome issue in the 23rd century. 
In most Alliance member species, there are definitely “haves” 
and “have nots,” though the Zen may be the exception to this 
rule. It’s also clear that those with more financial resources 
have more access to the technological wonders and amazing 
resources of the Alliance. Nowhere is that more evident than in 
many of the highly urbanized areas of the Alliance. Perhaps life 
in the city is best summed up the human poet. 

“The cities of the future are magnificent castles built of 
glass and steel. They sparkle with the intense fervor of life 
and represent the mecca of civilization. These metal goliaths 
house a myriad of different subcultures. They are a prison 
for the poor and a playground for the rich. The 23rd century 
city is the epitome of technological achievement, yet it also 
bleeds with the festering morass of spiritual decadence. The 
futuristic city is, in fact, a paradox of beauty and desolation.”      

- L. Sims.

That’s not to say that things haven’t gotten better. Manufacturing 
technology is amazingly advanced from what humanity knew on 
21st century Earth. With the aforementioned medical technology, 
the Zen can cure almost any illness or injury. Humanity has access 
to technology that lets us travel to the other side of the galaxy in 
no more time that it would have taken a 20th century car to drive 
across North America. Perhaps most importantly, we finally have 
flying cars!

LIFE IN THE 23RD CENTURY
Most mercenaries don’t spend a lot of time on Tier 1 worlds. Some 
were probably born there, and those that manage to make it to old 
age may retire there, but situations that require the services of a 
merc do not usually arise on civilized planets. Most mercenaries 
deal with regional corporate HQs on Tier 2 worlds and spend their 
time out on the frontier or on colony worlds. The lawless nature of 
the frontier lends itself to mercenary work, both legal and illegal, 
and it is here that the typical mercenary plies their trade.
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MUTZACHAN BLACK BOX TECHNOLOGY
“You want to know the truth? Tech Levels are a joke. An almost totally arbitrary assessment of a device’s supposed level of technological 

advancement. Manufacturers’ spend billions lobbying the Galactic Assessment of Technology Office (GATO) to get their particular devices 
assigned a lower tech level under humanitarian or cultural exceptions. If there’s enough money to be made selling a device in a certain market, 
then the mega-corps will find a way to do an-run around the tech level restrictions. None of that really matters though. The real kicker? The 
Mutzachan black boxes.

You see nearly every technology the Alliance has come to rely on uses Mutzachan made black box tech. Displacement devices, Omega 
weapons, Flux Shields all use black box tech. It’s not just the war effort either. Items that the average Alliance citizen sees every day and 
doesn’t even give a passing thought also use Mutzachan tech. FTL drives, radiation sinks for fusion drives, A-grav lift systems in skimmers, 
all use black box tech.

So, what’s wrong with that? What do the boxes do that breaks the rules? That’s exactly what the boxes do. They break the rules. The 
boxes literally break the rules of physics as we know them. If you’re a mega-corp engineer and you have some fantastic new idea but you just 
can’t seem to get it to work due to some pesky law of nature, the melon heads can help. Need something that will suspend the second law of 
thermodynamics in a localized area? The Mutzachans have a box for that. You’d love to use your fusion drive in town but are worried about 
irradiating an entire urban area? They have a box for that. Under the GATO guidelines the Mutzachan black boxes are clearly Tech Level 7 
devices, but because they get installed as components into other presumably lower tech level devices that the Alliance wants and needs, the 
tech office turns a blind eye to them.

Here’s the best part yet. Only the Mutzachans know how they work. We don’t have a clue what’s inside a black box or how it works. Try 
to open one, and it crumbles to dust. It’s not just a boobytrap, it’s like the very act of cracking the case causes the box to fall apart at a sub-
atomic level. If the amount of mass left behind is any clue, the damn things are mostly empty space. The benevolent organizers of the Alliance 
don’t trust us with their tech. To them we’re just slightly more evolved than pond scum.

Only the Mutzachans can make them, and they dole them out to companies as they see fit. The melon heads decide which devices are 
worthy of their portable physics loophole and which go into the scrap heap of infeasible inventions. From what we can tell anything that moves 
the war effort forward gets priority. Spacecraft, energy systems, weapons, A-grav systems, all get boxes.

If the Mutzachans ever decided to withhold their tech, our civilization would begin to crumble. There will be no more travel between 
planetary systems and no more weapons of war to fight off the ‘Nids. Worse yet, what if the melon heads could turn them off? What if the 
populace of the Alliance angers the headbangers? What if they decide to take back their toys? Try not to think about that the next time you’re 
on a ship travelling at bone crushing g-forces and emitting instantly lethal amounts of radiation, all of which you’re able to ignore thanks to 
the miraculous little black boxes.”

-Malachi Armageddon,  
vigilante journalist and barista.
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